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In the name of Allah

the most

Compassionate and Merciful !



In the name of Allaft, the most compassionate,
the most merciful

25 years of relationship between the U.S. and Shah’s regime left
Iran, a country plundered and its resources depleted, its harvests
burned, its farms uncultivated and barren, its army completely equipp-
ed but non-committed , its industries comprised of assembly-lines, and
its society overwhelmed with consumption and corruption. America had
deeply penetrated into the constitution of the Shah's regime, and by
isolating people from their humanistic and Islamic beliefs and values
began to loot and plunder Iran.

American means of infiltration her methods of exercising power, and
finally her ways of looting and destroying this nation’s faith, honor
and resources were repeatedly reviewed in in previous books. A search
into these methods provides us with guidlines; to a better understan-
ding of man's infinite greed, lost and deviated in his pursuit of
evolution, deceived by ignorance, and turned ruthless out of obstina-
cey. In this course of deviation everyone interprets ruthlessness as
kindness, and tries to translate ignorance and greed into scientific
and honorable actions. Conceit and ambition, thereby, turns into Sac-
red and adjectives, and as a result of the growth of capitalists the
bread of the hungry is stolen away, the Cod-given resources are plun-
dered, and man and his mind are exploited. Finally all means and faci-
lities along with justifications and deceit serve to satisfy the
endless greed of the deviated man.

Imperialism and Communism that contradict each other in appearance,
are actually two manifestations of one motive, trying to acheive one
goal, and that is to deprive man from humanity. Both schools of thou-
ght change man’s mind into their own slave, and alienate it from God.
There is no difference between being a slave of America and Russia,
Imperialism and/or Communism.

The two superpowers objective in devouring world resources has
brought about t'heiy competition in this respect, and they have been
labelling this rivalry, according to their ideological justifications
as the endless war of two world-views namely, Socialism and Capitalism
each, apparently, tryng to lead man into their own imaginary utopia.
But, these messengers of poverty and corruption are in actuality pav-
ing the way for their further influence of a country by frightening a

nation from a scarecrow. By exploiting the communist scarecrow in its
subject countries, the U.S. justifies its presence, crimes, suppressive
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measures, pacts and military sales. Russia too does the same in its
satellite states. In the midst of these compaings, the budget of sub-
ject countries boost the market for superpowers' 'weaponries and goods
and the shacks of the oppressed are destroyed and exploited for the
development of superpowers palaces.

They Degin negotiations, whenever necessary, in order to divide the
booty, and talk of disarmament while turning under-dominant countries
into ware -houses for their own nuclear and non-atomic weapons. In this
so-called war between the two superpowers, each is trying to eliminate
the other as its partner in devouring the world.

The above mentioned points and the documents contained in this col-
lection explains the fact that Soviet intentions and functions vis-
a-vis Iran and its developments follow the framework of 25 years of
America's presence in Iran.

Block creating and polarizing in the world had alingned Iran with
the U.S. while a neighbour of Russia . It was not only a military and a
trade base for the U.S. , but a place in which U.S. A. carried out
most of its secret activities against the Soviet Union. Meanwhile
Russia considered Iran a developing country, ignoring the nature of
the Shah's regime. By neglecting basic principles of Marxism, it also
decided to gain intelligence against the U.S. and to some extent help
its own faction in Iran grow in strength. On the situation of Iran
during the Shah and about the goals of the East and Western superpowers
Imam Khomeini has remarked as follows;

" We have a courvtry of our own;we do not want America to be our
sponsor; we don't want the U.S. to take all benefits, we don't want
Russia to do that either ; we don't want Russia to exploit Iranian gas
reserves , and America to take away our oil. We will not allow them
any more to come here and do what ever they wish.”

The Imam thus clarifies not only the two superpowers foreign policy,
but also their positions vis-a-vis Iran.

Shah's regime was called progressive and justified by Marxist prin-
ciples, and its obvious dependence on the U.S. imperialism was also
accepted as an irreversible reality. This attitude was taken to pave
the way for the easy establishment of a channel of influence, and fina-
lly materialize their intentions. In this direction, Russia succeeded
in signing many economic and military agreements with Iran, even
Russianmeans of propaganda labelled Shah's crimes as suppressive
measures against reactionary elements and those opposed to progression.
In an iterview, Reuter had asked the Imam ;

"What's your opinion about Russia? ”

And Imam Khomeini responded;
"Russia supports the Shah's regime, even Russian representatives

in the U.N. have defended the Shah, Russia too, like America and Bri-
tain, commits all crimes in order to succeed in devouring Iran’s
resoures

The extension of these policies which mean the loss of all nations'
interests for the maintenance of superpowers' domination in Islamic
countries and the third world, sheds doubt an Russian claims for

supporting the under-dominated nations, and exposes their ugly colonia-
list nature in the world. In response to another question the Imam said
the following;

" Because of its opportunistic policies, Russia has damaged its
prestige in many areas, she believes she can exploit any situation to
her own benefit. We will cut the hands of Russia from Iran... . Russia
because of its current approach in dominating muslim nations, does not
deserve to be called as the supporter of the oppressed, and the oppo-
nent of exploitation."

When the pounding demonstrations of the muslim Umma against the
American presence and the anti-Islamic nature of the regime began, Iran
turned into a center of foreign attentions. Americans were doing all
in order to maintain their presence, and Russia was trying to hang on
to whatever gauranteed her interests best. A lack of clear, understan-
ding on the nature of the Islamic revolution which had confused America
for a long time, had also bewildered Russia to such an extent that she
could not take a clear position with regard to the Iranian events, the
great role of religion in our revolution and the functioning of the
uncompromising leadership of Imam Khomeini. But in the winter of 1978
Russia decided to support the revolution and confirm its anti-imperia-
list stances, hoping to open more room for herself in Iran, because
Tudeh party had grown to be infamous as a result of all crimes, and
treason it had committed, and also because, for the Soviets there was
no other coherent political organization capable of coping with Muslim
masses and their leadership. The course of events, the decisive appr-
oach of the revolution leadership in dealing with policies of the East
and Western superpowers, and the unconcilliatory attitude of Islam
towards all features of oppression compelled Russia to vacillate its
propaganda compaigns, pretending to oppose the provisional government
because of its policy of establishing relations with the U.S.,where
as in fact , Russia took this course for her fear of the expansion of
Islamic thoughts.

With the establishment of Islamic Republic and the expulsion of
imperialism and, its hirelings from our Islamic country, the largest
espionage bases of America that operated against the Soviets, from with
in the Iranian territory , were also destroyed , which also culminated in
termination of C.I.A. network operations in our country. Following this
precious opportunity , Russians exploited their hypocritical policies and
under the quise of supporting the Islamic Republic began to foster groups
that were dependent on Moscow in order to achieve two goals; first to
bring them to power in Iran through the special Soviet tactics, and
second to materialize its centuries old dream of gaining access to the
rich resources of Iran and finally to the Persian Gulf waters. The
most loyal of all these groups was the Tudeh party which despite all
other leftist groups adopted one particular political policy which was
always dictated by Kremlin. By supporting the Islamic Republic, this
party, not only was carrying out Kremlin policies, but was also trying
to decrease people's disgust of the activities of this party in parti-,
cular, and communists in general.
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Our revolution is still moving forward and exposes all policies ofsuperpowers aimed at plundering the wealth of our nation, and calls onall other nations to free themselves from the clutches of the East and
' P<TerS ’ 14 wil1 turn into a guidelight for the oppressedwho have chosen the course of freedom and independence from thesuperpowers* dominations.

Before explaining the documents contained in this collection weshall have a part of Imam Khomeini's speech addressing all walks ofpeople hoping it to give guidelines for the liberation of all the opp-
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Documents related to Russia are contained in seven volumes and arecomprised of four essential parts;
The first includes the following sections; .

1

1-

Biographic reports and informations on Russian deplomatic figures
jand officers -obtaining information on these figures abroad, and evalu - -

hting then- weaknesses for them to be hired in the future and exploited j

in political and intelligence fields, was the main objective of thissection of documents.
j

2-

Reports -on the meetings and negotiations of the American and Russ-ian embassies* officers .
]

Other than preparing biographic informations, this section dealswith an evaluation of Russian positions with regards to the currentevents of Iran and the world. It also contains information on theinternal situation of Russia and her diplomatic incidents. In theseconversations and meetings all catastrophies brought on the deprivednation through the superpowers' colonialist policies go unheeded, andall human aspects are rediculed in the context of mutual ties andpolitical justifications
. j

i

3
:
Sec “ritY problems between the Shah's regime and soviets and theirclandestine operations in Iran, and American reports to SAVAK and Shahon Russian spies stationed in Iran.

4- An assessment of political/economic and military developments
between Iran and Russia before and after the Islamic Revolution andIran s position vis-a-vis these events
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should be mentioned that although, the document is related only to
the situation of Russia, yet third -world-nations ' awarenrss of Ameri-
ca's domination would lead them to such a comparison.

6- The impact of the Islamic revolution on Russian trends of thought
and position with regards to Iran and their side-effects on muslims
within Russia.

The second part includes 3 sections;
1-A look at the Russian gas and oil industries and the Soviet gas

pipeline. C.l.A. activities in industrial and technological areas and
its influence over these areas are contained in these documents. They
explain oil and gas situation, the quality of products, equipment and
technological needs, and the Russian deficiencies in maintaining the
operation of such industries.
. 2-Syberian economic developments. This section too includes C.l.A.
activities for obtaining industrial and technological information. It
includes information on Syberian natural resources, and the quality of
industries operating in Syberia.

3-This section deals with Iran's economic - military, and cultural
relations with Russia and the Soviet block.

The third part includes three sections;

1-

A paper prepared by C.l.A. titled "Soviet intelligence operations
against Americans " explains how Russia attempts to hire Americans,
infiltrates in American installations abroad to obtain intelligence
needed. Another document headlined " Security breefings " provides the
reader with examples of Soviet intelligence operations against the U.S.

2-

Some documents are related with American Authorities' instruc-
tions, security and job-related measures to be respected when contacts
are made with Russian and the communist blocks' diplomatic staff, etc.

3-

Three files from Airforce special research department ( the only
U.S. defence department unit which was responsible for the security
of American military personnel abroad and provided American military
contractors with anti -intelligence and anti -terrorist coverage. These
documents are signed by Bill Crane, Larry Qil and others, explaining
American espionage activities in hiring Russians and the relation-
ship of this department and C.l.A.

There are also a few reconstructed documents in this section which
includes information by the C.l.A. branch in U.S. embassy Tehran, on
Russian figures. Another document titled "Russia and the Eastern Eur-
ope " contains information on U.S. satellite activities and the mili-
tary information collected this way.

The fourth part includes two essential sections;
1- defectors- These documents expose the hypocricies of superpowers

specially America with regards to issues such as political defectors.
They also shed light on campaigns and deceptions they resort to in
order to convince their people and those of the world. To hire commun-
ist officers and nationals such as Chinese Russian, and the communi-
st block citizens takes place for two purposes first, to exploit them
psychologically, second use or exploit tnem for political and compaign
purposes. All approaches and instructions dealing with defectore are
contained in these papers.

2
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Other subjects' included here are executive forms and instructions.
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essential conversation forms in English, Chinese, and Russian to faci-
litate the absorption of a defector, ways of making emergency contact
through telephone and correspondence, etc.
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MUSLIM STUDENTS FOLLOWING THE
LINE OF THE IMAM
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LAND
22,2>4.000 km*; cultivated, 37.1 5 forest and brush,

2.691 urban, industrial, and transportation, 16.&!7 pasture
and natural hay land, 34.2fi desert, swamp, or waste

Land boundaries; 20.619 km
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WATER
LiiniU of territorial waters (claimed): 12 nm (fishing 200

nm)

Coastline; 46,670 km (incl. Sakhalin)

PEOPLE
Population: 263.818.000 (July 1979). average annual

growth rate 0.99? (current)

Nationality; noun— Sovirt(s); adjective—Soviet

Ethnic divisions: 74% Slavic. 26% among some 170 ethnic

groups

Language: more than 200 languages and dialects (at least

18 with more than 1 million speakers); 76% Slavic group. 89?

other Indo-European, 11% Altaic, 3% l/ralian. 2% Caucasian

Literacy: 98.5% of population (ages 9-49)

Labor force: civilian 138 million (mid-year 1978), 25%
agriculture. 75% industry and other non-agricullural fields,

unemployed not reported, shortage of skilled labor reported

GOVERNMENT
Legal name: Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Type: Communist slate

Capital: Moscow

Political subdivisions: 15 union republics, 20 autonomous

republics, 6 krays, 121 oblasts, and 8 autonomous oblasts

Legal system: civil law system as modified by Communist

legal theory; revised constitution adopted 1977; no judicial

review of legislative acts; legal education at 18 universities

and 4 law institutes; has not accepted compulsory ICJ

jurisdiction

National holiday; October Revolution Day, 7 November

Branches: Council of Ministers (executive), Supreme

Soviet (legislative), Supreme Court of U.S.S.R.* (judicial)

Government leaders: Leonid 1. Brezhnev, General

Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party

and Chairman of the Presidium of the U.S.S.R.. Supreme

Soviet; Aleksey N. Kosygin, Chairman of the U.S.S.R.

Council of Ministers

Suffrage: 'universal over age 18; direct, equal

Elections: to Supreme Soviet every 5 years; 1,500 deputies

elected in 1979; 71.7% party members

Political party: Communist Party of the Soviet Union

(CPSU) only party permitted

Voting strength (1979 election); 174.944,173 persons over

18; allegedly 99.^9% voted

Communists: over 16 million party members

Other political or pressure groups: Komsomol, trade

unions, and other organizations which facilitate Communist

control

Member of; CEMA, Geneva Disarmament Conference,

IAEA, 1CAC, ICAO, ICES, ILO, Inlernational Lead and

Zinc Study Croup, 1MCO, IPU, ISO, ITC, ITU, IWC—
International Whaling Commission, IWC—International

Wheat-Council, U N , UNESCO, UPU, Warsaw Pact, WHO,
WIPO. WMO, WTO
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ECONOMY
GNP: $1.066 5 billion (1978. in 1977 U.S prices). $4,080

per capita; in 1978 percentage shares were—56% consump-

tion, 34% investment, 10% government and oilier, including

defense (Iwsed on 1970 GNP in rubles at adjusted factor

cost); average annual growth rate o{ real GNP (1971-77),

3.8%, average annua) growth rate (1976-78), 3.6%

Agriculture: principal food crops—grain (especially

wheat), potatoes, main industrial crops— sugar, cotton,

sunflowers, and flax; degree of self-sufficiency depends on

fluctuations in crop yields; calorie intake. 3,250 calories per

day per capita in recent years

Fishing: catch 9.7 million metric tons (1977); exports

403.800 metric tons (1977), imports 32.500 metric tons

(1977)

Major industries: diversified, highly developed <-apital

goods industries; consumer goods industries comparatively

less developed

Shortages: natural rubber, bauxite and alumina, tantalum,

tin, tungsten, fluorspar, and molybdenum

Crude steel: 163 million metric ton capacity as of 1

January 1979; 151 million metric tons produced in 1978, 578

kg per capita

Electric power: 249.500,000 kW capacity (1978); 1,202

billion kWh produced (1978), 4,580 kWh per capita

Exports: $52.392 6 million (f.o.b., 1978); furls (particu-

larly petroleum and derivatives), metals, agricultural prod-

ucts (timber, grain), and a wide variety of manufactured

goods (primarily capital goods)

Imports: $50,794.8 million (f.o.b., 1978); specialized and

complex machinery and equipment, textile fibers, consumer

manufactures, steel products (particularly large diameter

pipe), and any significant shortages in domestic production

(for example, grain imported following poor domestic

harvests)

Major trade partners: $103.2 billion (1978 total turnover);

trade 60% with Communist countries, 28% with industrial-

ized West, and 12% with less developed countries

Aid: economic—total extended to less developed countries

(1978). $3,707 million; total economic extensions (1954-78).

$17.1 billion; military—total extended (1978), $1.8 billion

Official monetary conversion rate: 0.6811 rubles- US$1.

(average 1978)

Fiscal year: calendar year

COMMUNICATIONS
Railroads: 140,504 km total; 138,671 km broad gage

(1.524 m); 1,833 km narrow gage (mostly 0.750 m); 110,015

km broad gage single track; 40,941 km electrified; does not

include industrial lines (1978)

Highways: 1,564.000 km total, 322.000 km asphalt,

concrete, stone block; 372.000 km asphalt treated, gravel,

crushed stone; 870,000 km earth (1976)

Inland waterways: 146,400 km navigable, exclusive of

Caspian Sea (1979)
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Pipeline: 57,000 km crude oil; 13.000 km refined
prod,Ids; 115.000 km natural gas

Poris; 52 major (met important; Leningrad, Murmansk.
Odessa. Novorossiysk, Jliehevsk. Vladivostok, Nakhodka,
Arkhangeisk. Riga, Tallinn, Kaliningrad, Liepaja, Ventspils,
Niknlayev, Sevastopol); 1)6 selected minor; major inland
ports; Rostov, Volgograd, Cnrliy. Khabarovsk, Kiev and
Moscow (J979)

Freight carried: rail—3,758 million metric tons 3 426 0
billion metric ton/km (1978); highways-22.7 billion metric
Ions, 380 billion metric ton/km (1977); waterway-520.0
million metric,. tons, 231.0 billion metric ton/km, excluding
Caspian Sea in approximately 16,000 waterway craft with
8,000,000 metric Ions capacity (1978)

Merchant marine; 1,737 ships (1,000 GRT or over)
totaling la.s«.*>0 CRT, 18,676,400 DWT; includes 69
passenger, 1,201 cargo, 19 container, 36 roil-on /roll-off
largo 291 tanker, 8 liquefied gas, 93 bulk, 8 combinalion
ore/oil. 12 specialized carriers; 646 merchant ships based in
Black Sea, 392 in Baltic Sea, 445 in Soviel Far East, and 244
in Barenls/Whitc Sea (C)

Civil air: 1,251 major transport aircraft (1977) (S)
Airfields; 3,535 total; 765 with permanent-surface run-

ways; 55 with runways over 3,500 m; 387 with runways
2,500-3,499 m, 1.078 with runways 1,000-2,499 m, 2 015
with runways less than 1.000 m; 37 heliports (S)
Telecommunications: extensive and relatively modern

domestic and inlernational systems maintained primarily for
official use; J 9.3 million telephones; an estimaled 37 000
telephone exchanges; 83,100 main and branch telegraph
others; about 135 main AM broadcast network stations 280FM broa, least and 40.000 wired-hrnadcasl distribution
stations; 59.8 million radio and 56 million wired broadcast
receivers; 1,620 TV broadcast and rebtoadcasl stations; 55
million TV receivers (C)

DEFENSE FORCES
Military manpower: males 15-49, 67.982,000; 54 220 000

fit for military service, 2,367,000 reach military registration
age (17) annually on the average (C)

Personnel: (estimaled as of March 1979) 2,453,400 ground
forces; 424,100 naval forces (excluding Maritime Border
Guard); 513,200 air forces; 344,600 strategic rocket forces
62o,/00 air defense forces; 470,200 paramilitary forces; the*
strengths, redistributed to correspond with U.S. force
programs rather than with Soviet military structure are set
forth as follows: (S/NF)

Total Estimated Military and Paramilitary Strength (S)
Command an3 General Support 1,307,300
General Purpose Ground Forces 1,693,000
General Purpose Naval Forces 308,300
General Purpose Air Forces 297 800
Strategic Attack Forces 267,400
Strategic Defense Forces 49g 900
Frontier Troops 159.500
Internal Troops 299 000

Tolal
4,831,200

250

Tout Estimated Personnel released into reserve system for
last 5 years (S)

Command
v
and General Support 2.415,000

General Purpose Ground Forces 3,210,000
General Purpose Naval Forces 500,000
General Purpose Air Forces 565,000
Strategic Attack Forces 560 000
Strategic Defense Forces 925 qqq
Fiontier Troops

29L000
Internal Troops

510 000

8,980,000
Mator ground units: general purpose ground forees-24

armtes. ’O corps, 173 divisions, plus 12 artillery divisions.
150 brigades, 250 regiments, and many smaller combat
support units (S)

Ships: submarines-70 nuclear-powered ballistic missile,
16 ballistic missile, 44 nuclear-powered cruise missile, attack
4 cruise missile attack, 45 nuclear powered attack, )44

attack, 4 coastal, 1 auxiliary, 4 radar picket, 4 training-
surface ships 2 guided missile VTOL aircraft carriers 2
guided missile aviation cruisers, 25 guided missile cruisers,
10 light cruisers, 32 guided missile destroyers, 36 destroyers
24 guided missile frigates, 35 frigates, 104 light frigates, 123
patrol combatants, 96 amphibious warfare ships, 162 mine
warfare ships, 444 coastal patiol-river/roadstead craft 82
amphibious warfare craft, 238 mine warfare craft

'

84
underway replenishment ships, 66 material support ships,
135 fleet support ships, 457 other auxiliaries (S)

Aircraft: 15.J2S operational units; by force, strength data
follows: Long-Range Aviation, 869 (239 long-range bonders,
630 intermediale range bombers); Aviation of Ait Defense.
2,653 fighters, 9 airborne warning and control; Soviet
Tactical Aviation, 4.538 combal aircraft (3,750 fighters, 106
medium-range bombers, 633 reconnaissance, 49 electronic
warfare); Nasal Aviation. 1,12] bombers, reconnaissance^
ig ter, and ASW aircraft (87 long-range, 511 intermediate-
range bombers/tanker/ reconnaissance, 71 fighters/fighter-
bombers, 375 ASW including 203 helicopters, '77 miscella-
neous training type aircraft); Support aircraft strength: 5,935
transports and helicopters (transports; 1,635 (119 long-range,
905 medium-range, 6] ] short-range); helicopters:. 4 300
(2,033 combal assault, 2,267 admin/liaison) (S)

Defensive missiles: Tactical—about 3 SA-2 baltalions 37
SA-3 battalions, 135 SA-4 battalions, 40 SA-6 regiments, and
13 SA-8 regiments are deployed with Soviet Theatre General
Purpose Forces and Soviel forces in East Germany,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, and Mongolia. Approxi-
mately 225 SA-9 fire units and about 20.000 SA-7 missiles
are available in maneuver regiments. Some of these tactical
SAM systems could augment the national air defense forces
in times of crisis Strategic—defensive missile force includes
999 operationally-deployed surface-lo-air missile sites and
complexes (12,172 launch rails); 56 SA-1 siles (3,242 launch
rails) deployed only in defense of Moscow; 48] SA-2 sites
(2,886 launch rails) provide point defense of important

SECRET
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a turner and vital area defend of urgcts throughout l**
S<wiet Union Deploy ed around the city of M««‘ra 8
ABM-1 sites (64 launchers). (S NF)

Offensive missiles: Strategic—about 1.400 ICBM launch-

ers and about 600 MR lRHMs (S)

Nuclear weapons: satisfies major requirements of Soviet

forces (C)

Supply: fully supplies own needs and produces large

quantities of all t vpes of materiel for export; Warsaw Pact

countries provide the hulk of amphibious and auxiliary ship

replacements as well as trainers and other light aircraft;

some light armored vehicles obtained from Eastern Europe

as an economic measure (C)

Military budget (announced): for fiscal year ending 31

December 1979, only the figure 17.2 billion rubles was

released; this figure is manipulated for political purposes and

covers only a small portion of total military expenditures; the

estimated dollar costs of military activities in 1978 excluding

pensions, are $146.55 billion (in 1978 dollars) (S)

intelligence and security
Committee of Slate Security (KGB), domes! ie/forrign:

Chief Intelligence Directorate (GRU). General Staff of the

Ministry of Defense, strategic intelligence collection abmad;

the military services also have intelligence components

iRU's) for collection of order of battle information; Ministry

•of Internal Affairs (MVD), all-union agency for civil police,

Internal Troops, fire protection, prisons, and camps (S.’NF)
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and stated that the Soviets would not continue to tolerate the
apparently hostile attitude of the Iraqi government. When Zaytsev's
name vas submitted in ald-19^8 as the new Soviet Minister to Egypt,
the Egyptian government delayed acceptance of the proposed agremegt
on the grounds that he had been a "trouble-maker" in Iraq. Moscow
was then; forced to withdraw the candidacy on the pretext of Zaytsev’s
poor health- Zaytsev returned to Moscow presumably to work for the
MPA, and In December was promoted to the rank of Minister, First
Class.

In,19^9 Zaytsev was appointed Ambassador to the Netherlands,
where he Concerned himself with propaganda efforts and with the
repatriation of Dutch prisoners-of-war interned in the USSR. In the
summer of 1953 he left Holland and became Chief of the MFA’s Near
Middle Eastern Countries' Division. In this capacity Zaytsev accom-
panied Foreign Minister Shepilov on a June 1956 trip to Egypt and
Syria.' in August of that year he participated in the London Con-
ference on the Suez problem and in October 1956 was a member of the
Soviet delegation to the UN Security Council, where the Suez crisis
was being discussed. Shortly after returning to Moscow, he was
named Chief of the Near Eastern Countries Division, one of the two
directorates created when the Near and Middle Eastern Countries
Division was reorganized sometime in 1957. In July 1958 he became
Ambassador to the Republic of Iraq and, as the first ambassador to
be accredited to the new government, the dean of the diplomatic corps
An well., Zaytsev began a program of vigorous activity in Iraqi
affairs, and was assisted by an embassy staff which reportedly was
exceptionally well trained in that area and in intelligence operations.
Zaytsev Was in Iraq until 1961; upon returning to Moscow he was placed
in his current position. In December 1962 he was a member of a Soviet
government delegation to Iran which exchanged documents regarding the
Soviet-Iranian Frontier Pact with representatives of the Iranian
government.

Said to be professorial in appearance, Zaytsev is described as
a good, speaker with a generally agreeable personality. His knowledge
of English .is limited,; but he knows Arabic, German, and French, and
speaks Persian quite well. His wife, ICLavdlya, appears to have a .

•farm and. friendly personality and a sense of humor; she speaks English
and Persian. Iheir son, Yuriy, now in his early 20’ s, is living and
studying in Moscow*

RUSK

SECRET
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To ••

from *

Subjects

USXS and Embassy

Henry L. Davis

June 6, 1963

/.:• ^

£ fi
henry L. navis z*>7SZ

Comments Concerning Gregori Zeitsejfjf
^Utf

Following is a report on "^"^“SfairsTd-
5 ’

Soviet governments

Mr. Bahram Bushehripour earnesto^my^office^this^^

morning to obtain a copy
• honor of the Shahan-

made at the state dinner g .. 1962. Mr. Bushehri-
shah at the White House Moscow, which
pour is writing a book on his « These
he would li’-c call^n^he^eiiy^ ^ ^ toaS ^ to
words ve c

ifficult situation under which the Shah
describe tl ifflcuit s

>'Ue do not live in easy

times^urselvesj^vfthe^resldent^sald^at^the^time,
^but

Shah° of° Iran^
6
does -- and has done it for years, and his

country is still free*”

As I have found Bushehripoar^ways *£***%*
about Soviet activities in ran,

l£
.

a
reported to be the

knows about Gregori Zeit ,
ro

Bushehripour told
new Soviet Ambassador to Iran. r.

t and talked

s ass
g*" ““SVu :ZtZ « th' r°ll0"‘"‘

and comments:
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Gregor fitoievich Zeitsev entered the Soviet
Ministry or oreign Affairs in 199V with the rank of
Minister and began work in the Middle East Division
as Deputy Chief. "The reason thpt he started his
career with the rank of a Minister," Bushehripour
commented, "was the fact that he was a well-known expert
on Middle East affairs and is a graduate of the Oriental
School of Moscow University. Otherwise

,
he would have

started as an attache."

Zeitsev served in Iran from 1945 to 1949, the
period when the Tudeh Party became well organized and
very active in Iran. During his stay in Iran he was the
actual boss of the Soviet Embassy and had close connect-
ions with a number of influential Iranian intellectuals
and journalists. Zeitsev returned to Moscow in 1949
and continued his services in the Middle East Division
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs until 1951 when he
was named Soviet Ambassador to She Netherlands. In 1953,
he was appointed Chief of the Middle East Division. In
this capacity he visited Egypt, Syria and Lebanon and
participated in all talks between the Soviet Union and
the Arab states. He accompanied Shepilov to Egypt and
conducted the negotiations on Soviet aid for the Aswan
Dam.

Comrade Zeitsev, said Bushehripour, is an outstanding
expert in organizing political parties and perpetrating
disturbances. Following the coup which brought Kassem to
power in Iraq in 1958, Zeitsev was named Soviet Ambassador
to the new regime of Iraq. He was assigned to organize
a powerful Communist Party in Iraq, an assignment which
he successfully carried out. In 1961, he returned to
his former job as Chief of the Middle East Division. In
this capacity he established close connections with the
diplomats of the Middle East countries in Moscow by giving
parties at least once a week.

15
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"Zeltsev, which In Russian means son of a rabbit,

, q H rea i son-of-a-bltch , " Bushehripour asserted.

"We should look for troubles and many headaches after

his arrival in Iran, as he has been a prominent member

of KOMSOMOL (Communist Youth 0>-?“}z
;|

tlonL“inSO
a ve?£

y

well how to organize the dissatisfied people into a very

destructive force against Iran.

******
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Aasabasay TEHRAH

Soviet aasador'a Courtesy Call

fry

UlSt 8e»t#ab*/l6, 1963

BTAEAB
KHCBRAM.

WT ’12

-diL^ar
fct

HFMORAkCTM <T COBmtSATIQB

Participants i Tbs tasrlaan Ambassador
John A. Azultags, Speeds' sistmtl to tba Aabaaaador

Tbs Soviet Ambassador (Qregorl Zaitsev)
Mr. Trofimov, Soviet Interpreter"*'

-’

Place, Aobsssador Uoless* offioe

Data 1 10,00 a. a.. Septa,*)er 11, 1963

The new Soviet Ambassador, Mr. Oragori Zaitsev, together with bis
Interpreter, arrived promptly at 10,00 a.e to pay tads courtesy call.
Ha stayed fra* bo minutes, daring 30-35 of which he carried tba conversa-
tion, panel ug only long enough for brief responses from Ambassador
Holmes. Zaitsev aperies Boat of the tine in Hoasian, atillsing hi*
interpreter, bat be appeared to understand Most of Anbasaador Holes* 1

nearks in English.

Zaitsev's sosewbat rambling aid repetitive eonrersetion touched on
several subjects. He began ty oonaenting on the signature of the Test
Ban Igreaeant , indicating that he had taken soaa part in tba Maacow con-
versations. Ha said this aarkad an important step in improvement of
D.S.-Soviet relations which hr hoped would continue to get better. He
repeated thlu thaws several Unas daring tba oonreraetion. Ambassador
Holmes agreed that Improved relations ware desirable, spoke of bis own

Decontrolled following one year.

luqtbd ctkicial res

SAl JAAraltagei vas 9/llt/63

rtssssdcr Kolass (draft)
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cvefissao tu iliujur»»6.iii(i negotiations aid said that real progress In am
..tiiaotloo vcn'ul turn axouad the question of intual inspection vhlob vaa an
...^aoUal to uubatsntlsl progruea in arms control. The Soviet Aabeasador
.iio not take ltiuuo, but. iitresoed the aead for "praotical intemedlete stepe."

raferrad a,* oiiio«illy to tlie utility of an agraanant to reduoe or not tn-
... .aaa Military budgets. AabaBsadcr 7«ttoev aatd there aero so dlreot
UaflletB of Interest fcwteaen the United States and tba <5LR which eould
loud to a dlsoi.titra* Vu?, but that their dlfferencua were of a broader and
rv-.-e gonerel inWe. Ha node reference to the dlasatroue oonoequanoes of a
au..lear war not only for the United States aid the USSR, hot for wan Id nil In
mineral, and utottoaed the pcemiDllity of diverting Money froo nUltaxy
purposes to none coalri.ola news.

The Sevier Anbaeu..dar sold ha aid inbuaaador Kolaiaa were, of course,

j .i.serlly concerned about Iran. He oxpreuaad the hope that Improved U.8,-
Loviat rulatio.,. would also be refloated hmro end eald he wished to assure
e—aesadar Boluou that tbs United States should not be Jealous of tba Improved
to« Set-Ii*<nli.ii rolutioia which he could assure the Aubaseador would "hero so
Vi..d reunite," .tu reverted to this tluue repeatedly during the conversation,
lu spite of Aiui.suador Holmes 1 rspastud stateuenta that the United States had
(a: interest lti and rul.eicnu between Iran end the Soviet Union end waa not at

ail concerned u vsr the iiuja-ovorasota of such nils tloruu The Soviet Anbeauador
bold that the >K5K wonil be glad to ecu U. S. aaslatanoe to Iran oontinua or
tved Increase, iv. tula would save tie Soviet Union expenditures in Iran.
"vie have other places to upend nonay," he noted.

The Servlet judisauudw said that ha hoped that ha and Ambassador Holms
t lid be able to sue aooh other often and engage In frank erchaigea of vlswa.
.idle their viu-.-i would nut ulueyw coincide, such etchings was a necessary

P„i v. of leprovbig tiutual understanding. Ambassador Holms oonpurrwd that suoh
e-marge waa useful and deslrablit.

In esriiord.ug the ussirabillty of reducing Military expenditures,
A oajaador Zaitsev sadd that suoh reduction would asslat the United States to
o .via Its gold outflow pixblaa which, be arid, ooulil, at oourae, not oontinua.
A ..uaeder Hoi,-.j eOugUe to oori-eat the Soviet Aahauaadcr'a lapraaalon that
nilitery uxpeuc-i cures contributed significantly to the U. 3, gold outflow
p. -bole*, and add point-dly that tha United States vaa not worried that the
p- a, ,lea would get cut of hand. The Soviet Ambassador seemed to persist in bla
VdJtabd#

At one point Axbasoadur Holme off hsndedly referred to tha TOSE's
relotlona with Chius, and the Soviet Aabaeuadcr unhesitatingly voliuttaarsd
oc„.«Hh. There had, he said, been sharp exchanges between tha two Oovarnmnts.
Aij/oi# with oousou sans* had seen thla. Thaea exchangee had served to clarify
tu ioraign polio? positions of tha two Governuerrta. It should soar ba apparent
•a .... to those wiu hod be _i ' lined to regard tha Soviet policy of "peaceful
oo-vdateuoa* as a p . ruuvsr that It was, on tha contrary, tha fbnda-
eutal baala fur t ji polity. Tha Soviet Ambeanedtr lapUsd that tha

imrrro omcau. nss
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Alrzrsn A.1T8
fro« Tehra

fcovtat Union hid persisted to adhering to thla policy even though thla

ati ituda tied otiiulbtrted to tha doterloration of USdR-Chinse Commlat
r i jtlorui, and that tlit world uhould, therefore, ba aware that tba Soviet

'jaioo attached vlirrlaMuncsl importance to the peaceful-coexiatenoe policy.

In respond. to Atfeussadar Holme* query, the Soviet Anbaasador said

t>» Pwgov, foAiuir Soviet Aobeouador to Iran, waa atill on laava In tha

ii.fwt are! that u:e next uuidgnBiuit had not yet boon determined. Boftmu
S-»uJt freuloia., Clwlri.ua Sreahnev will arrive In Iran Hovoabar 15 and stay
Bix hits 7altsov bald. Atbusaudar Holmes noted that ha had planned to

deport on hubs lciBbo sc..at that tins, but waa changing bla plana to be In
Tehran for tha first tmd days or so of Brashnav’a visit.

Tto Soviet Aulvaaaadtr said that his speaking knowledge of French waa

v. .a, uni tliat uhlla ho bud studied Persian whan be waa head of tha Bear

»uJ mddla Ewiiu.ra Blncica of tha Soviet foraiyi Ministry, ha had not had

a.isu oocaulbu to pvuoti-.i that language. lie appears to havo a wdlaattary
s; .. .. ty/ icno-jlctigu of figllah and a ooaiderably bruadar understanding of

ti<i language.

Far the Ad>aaaadari

John Am

Special Assistant to tbs Jhfcaaasdo*

for HSP

Lamp agrciAL us»
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FObCiit Hay 2, !w tola w# of cunvaraaijioa ba Uad had with tiovlat Acfcaasailar,

Xht i. 'ii

fiBOliii atiah had lot iusmu with all of lil« cpltlolwi of Naaaar, hlo mo-
TAB! 2
MBSUJ bltlouw wild an olvifcias, ull t4' which iwmi dlaturbad paaou la tVio
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ohldad -iusaluna for aoirlut BUf-ior-t of a uoh an lrreapooalblo troublx-
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3ori.it iMihaaowuop hud replied this vou probauly not Haaaar hut
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aa "u'tit-.i- tion&umip". ho aoo.ui.cl to ha vary ploaaad that ba had trad
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FILE DESIGNATION

: All American Diplomatic and Consular Posts

ACTION I

FOB -2#y
INFO
AHB/DCM-l
SA/SCON-1

FROM

OXBal
CRC-1

rap2 Re

Hu IS 2 mPK’6i|

SUBJECT : Biographic Reporting

REF : CA-140. July 7. 1960;

S= ^DATEi

oVf< rBXoo Official)

—

*EF : CA-140, July 7, I960; CA-4695, October 29, 1963;

CA-1471, August 6, 1964; CA-1Q566, April 7, 1965

The purpose of this Circular is to amplify the instructions
^

contained in the references by re - emphasising the importance of

collecting and reporting biographic information op Soviet Bloc

officials.

Various previous instructions have stressed the value of

contact with Soviet Bloc officials. It is reiterated that such

contact by officers of field posts, if conducted on a selective basis,

duly reported and centrally controlled by the field post, can be a

productive source of important information. In addition to serving

as a source of information in the political, economic, military

and other related fields, it is particularly important that such

contacts be exploited fully for the opportunities which they offer

for collecting biographic information on Bloc officials, especially

because such information, for the most part, is not routinely

available rough documentary sources. While many of the

reports thing from such contacts which have been submitted

in the past have contained useful biographic information, many
officers tend to confine their reporting to the substance of their

conversations and neglect to include biographic items which may
have emerged during the course of the contact. Basic biographic

GROUP 1 - Excluded from automatic of THR
downgrading and declassification ;,,m- A icvttC*1
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information of interest includes such items as date and
place of birth, apparent age, physical description, childhood
home and environment, family and edv-ation, and influential
associates. In addition, the reporting officer's observations on
the persoi Uty of the Soviet Bloc interlocutor, interests which
he manifests or specific talents or idiosyncrasies which he
betrays are of particular interest. Accordingly, it is requested
that special efforts be made to include such information in
future reporting whenever feasible. If contact with the same
individual is continued over a period of time the reporting
officer should prepare a personality assessment based on his
accumulated impressions of the Bloc official

RUSK

SECRET
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Participants* Victor J. OSIPOV, Second Secretary, Soviet Bnbasey,
Tehran) Valter 0, Baaaay, Second Secretary, Aearloan
Embassy

Placet American Embassy, Tehran

Date t April 9, 1966

Hr. Osipov called on as at hie request. I last net hie,
briefly, at the Hungarian Embassy Rational Say reception on
April 4, da then asked for an appointment to aee aa to recipro-
cate ny call on him at the soviet Embassy on February 12. Our
conversation lasted 50 minutee and was entirely in Persian. The
following points were oovereds

1. After tha usual amenities, 1 explained to Osipov that
I was receiving him in an unused office (ChanoegrRooa 105) be-
cause we unfortunately do not have a regular reoeption room.
This let into a few minutes discussion of the relative architec-
tural merits of the Soviet limbsnay, built along older, sumptuous
lines, and the more starkly modern Amarlean Embassy. Osipov
asked if I bad aver visited the Soviet "Club". After an Involved
conversation to establish just what club he was talking about
(tha Club for soviet Embassy personnel on Avenue Stalin), I said
I had been there once ebout a year ago to aaa a Poliak Embassy
film show. Osipov then asked if I would like to visit tha olub
sometime. I id id not reapond to this invitation and ha did net
pursue the subject,

2. 23rd Communist Party Compress . I asked if Ambassador
Zaitsev had returned' to Tehran and said I assumed ha was a
delegate to the 23rd Communist Party Congress in Msscow. Oaipov
confirmed that their Ambassador was a delegate to the Congress
and aald he would not return for several more days, as he would
stay on in liosuow for discussions of eoonomio questions, eta.
I expreeued mild surprise, since the Congress bed terminated the
previous day. Osipov explained that "diaousaloaa* among delegates
to tha Congress would nevertheless oontinue for a few days, that
they would ooneenterate principally on eoonomio questions , but
would not be restricted to questions of Soviet internal affairs.

gsaeagmit
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Osipov referred to Secretary-General BxeahasT 'a speeoh
to the Congress, which contained "suggestions" to tha United
states concerning the necessary etapa to taka to relax tenaiona
in several areas t Europe , latin America, nuclear arguments and
Vist Sam. I asked Osipov the significance of Breahssv's sew
title of Director-General of tha Politburo. Ue said tha change
in title waa completely routina and had no significance. Osipov
than launched into a discourse on Viet Baa and tha need to affect
a settlement. Ue said

i

a. The U.S. must negotiate with the Democratic Government
of Viet lieu (Dowlat-e-democreol-ye-Viet Baa) on the basis of
tha latter government *a "4 Points".

b. The u.s. wuat withdraw all its faroaa fraa Viet Baa,
and

o. Tha Vietnamese paopla oust be permitted to aolvo their
awn problems withi . interference froa any outside forces.

Osipov then coded the personal observation that the beet
means of reaching a settlement might be through a Geneve conference.

I asked Osipov where he thought the armed personnel of tha
Viet Cong came from. Ue replied, "the people of South Viet Bam?.
When I pointed out that we have a weelt . of evidence that tha
Viet Cong are in large measure raoruiteu and trained in north
Viet Bam and that tha VO forces are supplied, supported and dir-
ected from north Vlat Bam, and that consequently VC activities
are an obvious interference in tha affairs of South Vlat Baa,
Osipov did not reply directly. Ue shifted to the question of
US bombardment of Berth Vlat Baa. He reminded ns that tha USSR
waa committed to helping all "socialist countries struggling for
their Independence" , and this Included Vlat Ba. OS bombardment
of north Viet Bam raised tha danger of escalation of tha conflict
and the danger of a confrontation between os and Soviet forces

.

Fortunately, ha said, US and Soviet troops have not bean opposing
eaoh other directly thue far and It would be better to keep it this
way. IIS than said the chief reson tha US la atiU fighting in
Vlat Bam la to preserve ita "prestige" (ha used tha English word),
while in truth IS prestige would be enhanced if we ware to withdraw
from Viet Bam.

I told Osipov that ha waa making a serious mistake to think
that tha US la involved In Vlat Bam only to gain or protest ita
preatige. while it la certainly true that the US wuat honor ita

24
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pledge to help south Vlat Ban maintain Ita ladapamtanoa. In ordar
to demonstrate that our future oommltmanta will alae be honored,
of equal importance ere

a. Our determination that the Vlat Cong not bo permitted
to Impose a settlement on Vlot Bom through foroe.

WO BIX Ui. TMI ANN
CMmono ephere-of-lnfluense .

In regard to American bombardment of Borth Viet Am, I
reminded Osipov that wa had oeesed tha bombardment for 39 days
and made great efforts to open up avenues of discussion of the
Viet Bam problem. We had not deteotad tha slightest Interest on
the part of Borth Viet Bam in peaoeful negotiations. Consequently,
It served no useful purpose to leoture tha US on tha need to nego-
tiate. Our readineai to nagotiato la o matter of reeerd.

Osipov again commented at length on the dangers of escala-
tion and, in this context, asked if .. 1 was familiar with tha
apdaoh harebell Malinovsky made before tbs 23rd Party Congress.
Whan I said I waa not familiar with tha speeoh, Osipov deaorlbed
it aa a summary of Soviet capabilities and readiness la all fields
Of military technology.

Just to change the subject, I asked Osipov If Raaa Redmansah
hod been a delegate of tha Iranian Tudsh party at tha Congress.
He laughingly replied that ha was. but aald be had not delivered
any speeches to the assembly. Ha added that tha Congreaa was a
masting of polltioal parties, not governments, hsnoe it waa quit#
logical that tha Iranian Tudsh party should bo represented.

Osipov immediately commenced a monologue on the development
of tha Soviet eoonomy and increases in soviet industrial strength.
Since tha beginning of the first fla-yaar plan in 1928, soviet
steal production had risen from 12 million to 81 million tons
last year, oil production had reached 230 million tons, etc.
While the soviet GBP (?) waa increasing at m rata of 8 to 10
par oent annually, tha US GBP waa rising at a rata of only 2 par
cent par annum. I corrected him on the latter figure.

I again interrupted and suggested that since wa both wars in
Iran it would bo Interesting to talk about Iran. I asked if, in
view of tha Soviet Union's new relaxed and friendly relations
with Iran, tha Soviet government had any intention of suggesting
to tha Iranians, or requesting than, to ralax tha xeatriotions
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placed on the Tudeh party* Oelpov replied, Ho." I tehn asked
boa the bovie t people felt about their government extending
eoonomla aid to a monarohial government that outlawed lta own
domestic communist party. Ha replied that the Soviet people
era quits pleased with their country's good relatione with Iran,
whioh la making such good progress under the Shah's leadership.
Ha pointed out that although both Iran and Afghanistan ara eon-
archles, the U3SK la plaassd to extend aoonomic aid to thea.
lUa government would not apeak out on bahalf of the Iranian
Tudeh Party because 1) the Soviet Union's ralationa with Iran
wers concerned with political and eoonoaio relations, and not
with ideaologioal queatlona and 2) the Shah would not toloroto
the Tudeh party anyway, nor any other political party for that
natter, so what would bo the use.

On departing, Osipov said ha hoped we could got together
again soon to continue our diaousaions, whioh he considered a
useful exchange of views. He said ha might be going to Korean
for a short visit within the next few days, so perhaps wa could
meet after ha returned. Ha than corrected himself to say ha
would be taking stnip "outside of Tehran". He also asked a

a

if I oould send him some cancelled postage stamps, either American
or from other countries, far hie son's oollsotlon. I told hin I
would try to do so. I was completely nen-eoaaittal regarding
further neetings with him.

Comment

In reading the foregoing, due allowance should be made for
the difficulties ' communication Involved. She reporting
officer 'a loiuio a not fluent, end Oalpov'a, although in soma
areas ha has an u . tensive vocabulary, ranges from bad to un-
intelligible.

Osipov was determined to state hie, tha aorlet, position on
Viet Ham, and if I had gone along with him the entire conversation
probably would have bean restricted to this aubjeet. He was saver
belligerent or unpleasant in stating la views, however , and dis-
ouased all tha points listed above in couplets goad humor.

I do not think Osipov attached any great Importance to Im-
pressing me with hie recital on tha Viet Haa question. I suapaet
his primary interest was to make the oall on no and develop his
oontaot* and that, having arranged the appointment, he decided
that a discourse on Viet Ham waa one good way of guiding tha con-
versation and atearing away froa any topics ha night find it
awkward to diacuaa.

HtOTOiVGRameayiap 4/12/66
001 DCk/POij Gone - Hr. Haig l O&Ui WOK Chron
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PLACE A
oxn xca iRAH, tishsan a- ul idee) ref hxtx

soukci

AND
APPRAISAL AN OFFICIAL IRANIAN SERVICE.

X. ON 9 APRIL 1866 THE NATIONAL ’ NTELLIGENCK AND SECURITY

ORGANIZATION (BAVAK) ARRESTED FIKRAT ISFENDIYAR OOLY EFENDIYEV,

ATTACHE IN THE SOVIET CONSULATE IN TEHRAN, AT A CLANDESTINE

MEETING WITH AN IRANIAN AGENT WHO WAS AN IRANIAN GOVERNMENT

EMPLOYEE. SAVAK TOOK EFENDIYEV TO THE FOREIGN MINISTRY WHERE

OFFICERS FORCIBLY SEARCHED HIM. THEY FOUND HE WAS CARRYING

15,000 RIALS AND THREE SOVIET PASSPORTS ISSUED IN THE NAMES OF

THE AGENT AND HIS FAMILY. THE MINISTRY OP FOREIGN AFFAIRS

SUMMONED SOVIET CHARGE D’AFFAIRES PAVEL PETROVICH ZOTOV, DECLARED

EFENDIYEV PERSONA NON GRATA AND SAID BE MUST LEAVE IRAN. IT
PLANS TO SEND

ALSO &ENT A NOTE TO THE SOVIET EMBASSY ASKING THAT FIRST

SECRETARY VIKTOR NIKOLAYEVICH SPOLNIKOV AND THIRD SECRETARY

ISMAIL MJRTUZA OGLY ALIYEV LEAVE IRAN BECAUSE OF THEIR EARLIER
Vu'-a material cooUiui Imfunwhlloa mUjutlmg tbs HGUonal DiXocgj of the United Stctea within the ncanlr.j or tho Eo* leuac* laws, Tltla
u„ U-tLO. Btna. 'J.U d Visa, the u.ini Mtaaktn or ierotation of which la any ouitmu- to ta tuiautlicrtccd ptnsa Jg mohJUua by l-iv.

8 g P p w T,
CtAHSlr ICATIOH DiSSEM CONTROLS
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implication IN 'HUS SAME CASE. EFENDIYEV APPLIED FOR HIS EXIT

PJSiWIT OH 11! APRIL, (FIELD COMMENT: EFENDIYEV, SPOLNIKOV AND

ALIYEV A 113 ALL KGB OPFICKRS,. ZOTOV IS A GRB OFFICER,)

''i, SAFA'K LA S BEEN CLOSELY MONITORING THE CASE SINCE 1962

WHEN SPOLUKOV FIRST MET AND BEGAN TO DEVELOP THIS AGENT. HE

WAS TURNED OVER TO ALIYEV IN 1904, THEN TO EFENDIYEV IN MID- 1965

AT WHICH TIME 1U1 WAS FORMALLY RECRUITED TO PROVIDE SECURITY

INFORMATION, PRINCIPALLY ON SAVAK. ON SAVAK' S INSTRUCTIONS,

HE GAVE YUS SOVIETS CAREFULLY CONTROLLED INFORMATION UNTIL THE

IIRANIAN AUTHORITIES, WITH TEE SHAH'S APPROVAL, DECIDED TO

TERMINATE THE CASE AND MADE THE ARREST AS DESCRIBED ABOVE,

THE 15,000 RIALS FOUND ON EFENDIYEV 1VA3 TO EE A PAYMENT TO

THE AGENT, THE PASSPORTS HAD BEEN PREPARED AT HIS REQUEST TO

PROVIDE PROTECTION IP IiE SHOULD BE DISCOVERED BY SAVAK,

3. THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS HAS DIRECTED TIE IRANIAN

AMBASSADOR TO MOSCOW, AHMAD M IRFENDERESKI, TO SEND A FORMAL

NOTE OF PROTEST TO THE SOVIET MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS ABOUT

THIS CASK,,

4. (FIELD COMMENT: IT IS HOT YET KNOWN IF THE EXPULSION

OF THE THREE SOVIETS WILL BE PUBLICIZED, NEMATOLLAH NASIRI,

CHIEF OF SAVAK, FAVORS PUEHShlHG THE CilSE AND WILL PROBABLY

SO RECOMMEND TO TPE SHAH ON 14 APRIL.)

5. Flip, STATE ARMY NAVY AIR CINCUSNAVEUR

CINCMEAFSA CIHCSJU'TH (PERSONAL). ALSO SENT LONDON.

SECRET
NO FOREIGN DISKE!
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hmirampuh at cam. dmji

Fartlnlpante i (kraal VCBJUMIAM, First Secretary, Soviet bbwr

Flaoe •, i Beeldeaas at Hr, X, SAMMI, Hnt Secretary, Indian Mmbsesy

Sate ( April IV, 1V66

During * thirtyminute conversation Voskanian made tha follcwlag
oamsnts, to which I wad* appropriate mllw but which in imcdtmd for
hrwrit/

1

'~u

1. Irani While the USSR lc gearing op to provide sdonomln and other
useful aid to Iron, the U.8. remain# primarily eooeeramd with supplying
military hanhiare such as the F-S*.

2. CKNTOi this ao-oaliad alliance is on its death bad and Voskanian
gives it at' soot two years to aspire, "after all, the Iranians are now
oonvinoed that there is no danger of attack from the soviet Union.* (Us
kept prodding and prying to get se to say what bad gaoefkt the resent
CERTO Military Jaeaaittee Meeting in Tehran as wall aa what sight be the
sain issues at the Ministerial Conference in Turkey. I marelyy Jokingly
replied that all these natters were *georet* and oertaiuly he would under-
stead that 1 could ant discuss than with his. Ms gavs up after a while.)

3. Islamic Paot i On this he expounded the Soviet line sad 1 replied
that X did hot coosleer that aa alliance had been oonteaplated but only a
Sunnit seating. I thought that the Cnmwmiat propaganda attacks had
actually given a lot of free publicity to tha suasit Idas and say have avan
prompted thoughts about possibilities of an Islssla rant on tha part of
those who nay not bars even thought of such aspects. Ms insisted it was
obviously a subtle plot by "yon and tha British."

lw Vietnam : Sis U.S. should extricate itself out of this tangls as
qpiokly as possible. Tha U.3. should net ba concerned with its prestige If it
should decide to leave Vletnan "Tha Preach left sad they have not lost
their prestige whan they got out, not only fros Xndo-Ohiaa but free ilgsria
and other paTte of ifrioa.* The U.S. diould not sake the mistake of dis-

regarding the USSR's determination to matoh any escalation of tbs Viatoss

war.

S. Iranian Parliaaaab i Me osanantsd that be did net see ns in the
Majlis or "Ssnsis in recent weeks. "I guess there hasn't bean such of
Interest going on.* I forgot tha contest, but ba also mentioned that it

Downgraded at 12-year interval a.
Mot automat; pally dsolaaai M ad, r
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I

doaan't aeam to ba too profitable to cultivate Majlis teputias. Dsnutr
Abdollah ViU bad recently viaited the USSR by iarltetlom, A ang with s
few etbere, but Voskanian said "Vale la certainly not a friend of ours.
He still attaoxa us in his paper. (Uamnentt Vais is a matear at tbsSamoa Party sod is also aditer of Tehran HuttlVAR .)

6. Other Xtuaa i 1 believe X gave Voskanian a hard time am tha —
••“tary interpellation (April 12) on Radio Psyke-Iran i on tha UggR'o
handling of its iutallaotual dissldeaia (flinysvoky and Denial, who.
Voskanian said, got what they daserved "aa olandararo abroad!1 )i tha foot
that Russian diplomats ora rarely acaoapaniad by their wivaa.

?. Cccnant i During half of tha eonvarsaticn wo got into o
discussion on tha philosophy of freedom which was mutually stimulating
Voskanian said he was vary interested in carrying on this a-infir1 la
a mors appropriate place. I told his 1 would bo happy to da so at any
teas and plans he wished.

"

FOLMUBasaiasiit

Distribution HFH/RF
Mr. Malg /
URSA (hie fils)

^

CMR (ohron)

CJMF1P.:MT1AI»
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Soviet Ambassador Vladimir Yakovlevich Yerofeyev Cs m

LK*i
la one of a series of Soviet diplomatic changes made ia January 1968, Vladimir
Yakovlevich Yerofeyev won named U8SH Ambassador to Iran, his first foreiga as-
signment since ho scr . as Chief of Mission la Cairo from 1959 until 1965*
Formerly a specialist. United Kingdom affairs, Yerofeyev has been involved

exclusively with tuu cuddle East since his appointment aa Chief of the Ministry

of Foreign Affaire ( MFA) Middle Eastern Countries Division during 1953* While
holding his various positions abroad and in the Foreign Ministry apparatus, ha

has represented the Soviet Union at numerous internetloael conferences and
organisations.

Yerofeyev van born on May 24, 1909 in Moscow arid received a higher education at

the Moscov Machine Instrument Institute, where ha completed three courses In
1938* After serving as Deputy Chief and than Chief of the Consular Affaire
Division of the People's Commissariat of Forelpi Affaire in 1939 and 1940, he
became Counselor at the Soviet Embassy in Turkey from 1940 to 1942. In that
year ha vas appointed Deputy Chief of the Second European Division (United
Kingdom and British Commonwealth) of the Foreiga Ministry end held that posi-
tion until 1948. For a brief period from 1946 to 1949. ha tarred ee Chief of
the MFA'e Latin American Countrise Division.

During a tour as Counselor at the Soviet Embassy in London from 1949 to 1952,
Yerofeyev acted on at least one occasion as Charge d'Affaires in the ahsenoe of
the Soviet Ambassador. In August 1952 his appointment as Soviet Ministar to
Uruguay created Internal political opposition In that country . It vas allegad
that he vas not a career diplomat but had been appointed to foment agitation
and propaganda. He never assumed the poet. He was subsequently assigned as

Minister Counselor for Cultural Affairs at the Soviet Embassy in Paris from
January 1954 to early 1955* In August 1955 he vas named Chief of the Second
European Division, a post vhlch he held until late 1958, when he vas first
identified as Chief of the MFA'a Hear East Division.

Yerofeyev has frequently been, assigned to international conferences • He vas an

advisor at the Paris Peace Conference from May to August 1946 and from October

to December of the seme year vas an advisor vith the Soviet delegation at the

First Session of the United Nations General Assembly { UHGA) . In March of the

following year he attended the Council of Foreign Ministers meeting in Moscow

as deputy general secretary of the Soviet delegation and also participated in

the London Foreign Ministers Conference in November and Deeember 1947* In
September 1948 he headed the Soviet delegation to the Third Session of the
UXGA, which was held in Paris • Yerofeyev vss secretary of the USSR represen-
tation at the Big Four Foreign Ministers Confsrsncs in Berlin in eerly 1954
and during July 1955 vae present at the Summit Conference in Geneva in a
similar capacity. Hs also attended the Foreiga Ministers Conference in Geneva
later that year. He ves the USSR's permanent delegate to the U1 Educational.
Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) in 1955*

Yerofeyev's most noteworthy assignment to date has besn as Ambassador to the
United Arab Republic. (During part of that time. August 1959 to July 1962.

SECRET
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h. ..nr.4 concurr.atly a. Chi.f of Ml.. Ion In f.nan.) During hi. tour In
°'“llg*d to “*lk * thin Um *’•<«« Sovl.t opposition to

1* *“d .upport of th« UAH’, brand ofaociallan.
tfbil. th« USSR oxtondod no new economic credit. »ft.r tb. I960 accord on th.

f D“* 80x1,4 Blma*Jr aid to Cairo continual and in-
‘“arply following tb. UAH', int.nr.ntlon in Y.aan in 1963. Y.rof.v.v

"tM
r
IltbI!li

<

th!l

U
£
0,Va ,U°* 1965 ‘ to raturn to tba MFA appara-?“• although tbar* Uaa b.«n no rtcord of hi. actliriti.. fron that data untilhis recant assignment

.

y
,
f
of,Jr,x al * *anara Iyanovna. Oar. two daught.ra, born .bout19b0 and tba otb.r ia 195<*. One of tbaaa, Okaana, acoonpanl.d bar parent, toCairo. Y.rof./.Y .peak, akc.ll.nt English and .on. Frrooh. H. 1. of Hdlun

Q^^r4
f
4

,.

a
“D

d
^
r
i'

tillanln* ll,lr “0 bl<“ •/«»• In 1945 b. racalTad tb.OnUr of Labor Rod Banner for wart in. itrrlcaa to th. Borl.t .tat*.
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iXaCSAJUJUit OF COli EkdATXQN
February 02, 1970

Subjects

Parties.]

Affairs

Aiaombausy Ankara
Aujiabaosy Beirut
ftmaabaasy Kabul
AuAubauay Moscow
Amatabausy Rawalpindi

Mr. Sfuiiultoov, who was paying j courtesy call, arrived in Tehran about
a RkHvti; to tlxw oyer, de he described it, the economic affairs “in
genur-ti." of the Soviet j&toassy. He ax?1» lived that his reaponulbilitiob
were Ita-gely thu political aspects of seonoiaie matter* since tiic* Soviets
huv« In t'Kkrim an economic Mission located physically outside th« isifcatay

atid that tills mission has to do with general supervision of such matter*
at acubtnwsthon of the steel ii.Ul, Kras bam project, and the ochtr
Soviet <;;;.<}> isuic program.-; In Iran. to. Saolaidtov said he had staved
in ’lien before, In the carl’; 'ic'a and also in the Soviet Embassy in
Bangkok ,

tsisre lie urns. shortly bifore coming to Tehran. He alto sarved
in Afghanistan in the lute ’fifties.

to. Tkachev inquired as to the general progress of the major Soviet
projects la Iran. to. Snolulskcv expressed himself as being satisfied
while <i<d. .itting chat he had not yet had t'Xiiu to visit any of tie* on
the spot., Two problems, hei/evee-, are a constant headache to the
tkowlanas ' One is Ira.iiin slowness In finding- the rials with which to
keep up those parts or the projects for whose direct costs the/ «r,3

rtiSiCtoibla, aril the difficulty oJ: finding trained Iranians and cf
developing the training that is needed for the technical specialists
to opc-wu-bc the projects. When asked if the Soviets plan to solve die

training prdb'U-u by sanding mere iidnlana for training in Russia,
Stolfilii uv sets tnere were very few Iranians in training in the task
now aiid that he did not expect chain would be uany more. Without iilcu

conviction, iSuic-laidkov said he thought the steel mill would be to...-

pletteii "on tiiiu". When the g.is pliMlisa was m.;nCioi-ieci, he briyiiie. » u
consiciiii ably arid affix-,mad vigcrcuaiy cut things wore going well &»
the Soviet part of that project aital that it certainly would be «j.
pieces; oh schedule. aifficultiis in construction of the portion of
the line corbitr-uccud by the XtaxJarts had scammcd from "excessive cost*
of acme of the uutariala received fsoa Western sources.

CGtsFIDEftTIAL

Copies tos i.t-iS NEh/lSi
l-Ji, IHR/lkii
l.:OM INlVhiil
Ok

Pr-ocn-c.il 1st Economic Projects in Iran

shts; Ctairgcfii omoluiskov
.
jlounsalor of the Embassy of tha USSR

Uiiiiolas G. TIHtrraP; Dapucy Chief of Mission
Viiliiaw U. lohioidt, Counselor of Embassy for Economic

34

c-iatiiEB-rai.

iu.il.ii.ta.iov inquired about U.S. Government economic activities in Iran

1..

.1 ..... told that we had an Economic Section in the Embassy which «XUo

1..

.1 oouurciul matters hut that- we r.o longer had a largo tii-pdi-d...
‘Mjim.i. and that this, had been phased out over two y,...i o
igo with die closing of our- 1.1b Mission. USG economic ass isii.inly to
(twit ..... itOW ..loiiost entirely in the form of loans from tha Export-.
iwporc bank of Washington.

COtoidiT: It is worth noting that this is the second senior officer of
the bwviet Embassy who has umae a courtesy call on the Minlstuiv
Couii..cior within the last three months, the Soviet DCU having caUod in
mid ik>v«mbei" 1969. Otherwise there lied been no such calls in tha pre-
vious four years.

X. j l. . i .Guv* : . English is serviceable,. He appears to coiaamlciite
mors itaicurally and Easily with foreigners than many soviet officials,
in sei-di a bi.-. cf i&terviuw, it was cifficult to judge his iataUigtihue.
noibitaVg ha held reflected <u.y unusual perueptivenesa. He is short' with
gru^ r,uj blent hair, many Vis-ibis gold teeth, « very pale coiaplxacton,
and wlediwii.t axprassiri.i. Toward tins mid of the intorvie., ho «c4ced
i (j.-.i-ttal rh .toixcal 4uusticns "Why do the Soviet Union and idm liivitud
o,..ic .i ..«*» to go along for a while c-rt parallel and coopeswti’iw
and .deb lio .ditily diverge uhai-ply with renewed dlsagruements i.u; hi

.i.-.ii " boginning aiiiiwor by lit-. Thacker was diverted by i-wfcirowje
to idiu- toy co but, on leaving, duolniakuv pmoedsed jokluoly that he
wiiiiiuJ to br:.ng this up with ns again in the near future.

'

IXbiihd-iiech ta-.cgw

CObKOlH-iTiAb
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H.E. Vladimir E.ofeav, Ambassador of USSR
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L,

Soviet Ambassador Erofeev called on me today to, in his words, "ropey

the you made on me when you arrived in Tehran before Z return to

the Soviet Union for 45 days home leave." Although Erofeev has tlie

reputation of being a hard-liner in negotiations and discussions with
senior Iranian officials and Cabinet members, he was affability Itself.

Be first asked if I had any confirmation of newspaper reports that:

there would be a Big Four summit meeting in New York in connection

with the 25th anniversary of the UN. I replied that I knew nothing

of any such meeting other than rumors and reports in the press, lie

said the same was true with him and that in the Soviet Union such

matters were held extremely confidential until formal public announce-

ment was mode. Referring to a Dig Four meeting, he rec alled the

origins and establishment of the Council of Foreign Ministers in

1945, observing that it had been the Soviet Union which had objected

to the participation of Chlang Kai-shek's representative in the Coun-

cil's deliberations In London. "Now," Erofeev commented with a
smile, "wa have as many problems! with Mao Tbe-tung as we had with
Chlang Kai-shek.”

He then exchanged views on different ports of Iran he had visited.

I mentioned that in June I had traveled rather extensively in East

and West Azerbaijan and sold I assumed Erofeev knew the area well.

Be said that he had only spent two days in Tabriz and had not
traveled elsewhere in Azerbaijan because, as he put it, "vu are
not very popular in that part of Iran" (an obvious reference to
the Soviet effort to install a puppet Azerbaijan socialist -republle
in 1946).

Erofeev said he would return to Iran about mid-October to participate
in the official ceremonies in connection with the opening of the

natural gas pipeline from Iran to the Soviet Union. He said while

?
as might actually start flowing sometime in September, Dr. Eghbol

head of KXOC) had assured him that the ceremonies would take place

in October. Be then spent sometime talking about the technical

CONFIDENTIAL
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difficulties in the link-up of tha pipelines and the probloa of
compatibility of certain equipment supplied by the Soviets on its
side of tha frontier with equipment provided by western sources on
the Iranian aide,

Erofeev also referred to problems that seemed to be universal through-
out the world, such as the revolt of young people and alcoholism.
Tha problem with young people today, lie thought, was that they had
not been brought up under as strict discipline as their forebears
and ware, therefore, more inclined to protest and create problems'.
Be mentioned that whereas in the western world there seemed to be
a very severe prohlme of drugs, tills was not true in the Soviet Union.
However, tha Soviets had their own problem insofar as alcoholic
consumption was concerned, and there had been an Increasing tendency
on the part of workers in the Soviet Union to get drunk with conse-
quent absenteeism and poor performance.
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29 October 1970
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^

P-Memo #63-70

MEMORANDUM FOR: Political Section

FROM : CAS

SUBJECT : Remarks of the Press Attache of the Soviet
bassy, Syroyezhkin, on Iran-Soviet relations

The following information from a reliable source is
for your information and use and need not be attributed
to CAS:

(^ThePress Attache of the Soviet Embassy, SvrovezhkinT^
comfltehted orTTUla L iuiTg

-
between Iran and the Soviet Union.

He strongly criticized the propaganda policies of the Iranian
Government and said: The Iranian Ministry of Information
is actually a branch of the U.S. information Section, and
the general lines of the propaganda policies of that
ministry are being designed by Iranian officials working
at the USIS. News items connected with the Soviet Union
and neutral countries are being published and broadcast
in a pungent and malicious way, whereas the news dealing
with the U.S. and Western countries are made public with
"special decorations".

Syroyezhkin noted that recently an anti-Communist
conference was held in Tokyo in which Iran was represented
by Rahim Zehtab Fard, the editor of Eradeyeh Azarbaijan ,

and another person. The Ettela 1 at newspaper had published
the statements made by Fidel Castro's Bister at the
conference in which she had impudently attacked Communism.
One cannot, he continued, understand the purpose of Iranian
newspapers when they publish such provocative items—except
to think that it is part of the work accomplished by American
saboteurs who pay money to Iranian newspapers to have such
articles and items published.

Syroyezhkin then mentioned the publication of a book
on the situation of Iranian villages- But the book was
banned and the author arrested. Another well-known writer,
whose pen name is Beh-Azin and real name is Mahmud E'temad-
zadeh, had in an article highly commended the author's work,
confirming its contents. Re, too, was arrested-

38

On a more positive note, Syroyezhkin noted the visit
to Iran by the Chairman of the Soviet State Committee for
Foreign Economic Relations, Skachkov and the conclusion of
the 15-year technical and economic cooperation agreement
between Iran and the Soviet Union. Syroyezhkin said that
prospects of expansion of relations between the two.
countries seemed quite brilliant and promising and^coniuded
that "even we couldn't expect to achieve such a success
on the economic stage of Iran".
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CKW&Es hi-. Hack
± veto V.v. for tto
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GAj ciioaro

tyriX *G, 1972

I-iacoj.sissi with Ssviat 1st Secretary Vlediaiir V&sssow

X. Siwl

c

t Youth S- Crmsi Vlsssov's wife is to leave for tha USSR
et tha"’. .-Tor 1 ay in order to oversee the entry of his children
into tha university syste* in koscow. X asked if lia wasn't carried

that hi., children might yet involved with drugs or with some kind

of rauica'l poll col pvactlcoa when loft so far irca Mate «vl
parents. hi. re « iod that, though they were staying with their
Vrcndpareat# , he was somewhat worried eoout theo os any patent
would* be. Hi seated that only a snail nirority of C,ovist student*
viera involved with drugs and that this did not bother bin as too
poasii.il ty that it would hup?an to his children in roaot* ir/iaed.

Howuv..i‘, he 1.. aoKswnst concvfnsJ that his children will pick up
"stram/d ideas" at college and noted t. ut while ha is »not a
Jj-dfitaoC hd voolu not want his offspring deposed to "tod idcos'

.

2. air.r.fa 1 . if: Vlassov cpxita concernni with tha effect
of thV v t.i . a-’iyagi is treaty on Iran end the Iranian
po-i-weptir•« of Covoint alas in the Gulf. lie said that lia latestsdor
lad c._l 1 ... :i on Fav.ln .htoUttoi'i w bef ore tha recent Iraq/Iraq
border ffnre-up to c: lain that tha treaty was in no way directed
totvMd Iron and that the USSR desired Chat the two nations settle
iv.air Oiifcfcnecs .-'rirjbly. kVa FonMi.x r ceivad the news "wltns-jt

xlcixthasisoa4 ar/ifcu iitoned that the I -s mm, even ia the Foreign
Ministry soc-e to ruoirict tha range of sna contacts of Soviet
E-.Vii.v/ officers (i.a ids explained about this before). Ha noted
that ho too been ir. xohran for three ssnths wow *rd has only
cot tha fidii nf the "o.'ilin section which has rcaroroubility
for tl'.s tV-Sll aid iloo countries, fia asked again if vj haw a
.sitiilir pueblos and X fear I gloated a bit when X told him
thicn vs iuioo literally herd os of Iranian officials and often
trade i: iii-otiona tt* one another's hones*

, :jt;a this tha recent executions of Iranian irtsdsts ware
ia laru-j s-oasvre fraudulent and eooaernj/sliat ha cto-aiUdared thaw
o t-ssponoa to tha Soviets cni ci;a Iraqi* end tiu-t tha Soviets
.••re resigned to the ideological gulf existing botwain Iren aii.tf

the C&1X. However, ha fool* that the Xra.-ilana *sy o;.j day turn
toward tha Soviets a »

i

away fi-oa the West carl asked what I thought
t.t Vi.e c. .

i

j .o c,- . c uouio .ioppen. 1 a .

i

,i t.iOc. on sy opinion,
l;o ,uiej xu. ...oa .o c..o JuiuiCiu. ucre toll ouara oi tha lor.j

Motor/ of Soviet c-shiti jij> In tha Gulf region acd tcuchud on
seas o.:hu'.’;l<.o fox- fcfca b£r;i:r.'.i.g with Petti- tha CreJC. Che sf-caed
not to 1 . ..- : bout t.:.i clof.o.; in tli - troecy Vito l..'.tier's
Gtraauy). Vluocova .icoiittcd Out X laid a point and tha
tub! cct.

da gain for the an ord tiu, if I did not think
that X . . /airy wiglit i...f one day disturb the psaed
of the CulJ v -i i responded oitc.s again tbse X chuught that they
ware utsrs 10-..M.V to coco.-r.rtn in th.i face of tha coumn -.neKy,

Iv-io;. ha also inked if tha visit of Pxtilsldcnt Utxsn co Xi-an

t-hil ••• r..)t vi .itfnj Sa-odi ia-abla .uiyhf not •scjwerlate any
axiiulny drst.ites betwwux tne too mitiois. X repllud teat
X saw no roa.on why it should as the fr lidsnt was atraly
keeping a pro iae he had nads long ay i to re-pay the biuih's
visito to tl/iy US. H« clao salmi if the visit would be for
protocol purposes or if cottars of import would be discussed
end X i-aspooj-ii that I hvu no Mea whst the ogii^ln would be
but ttot f.-.y ivicter of eutusl interest would be suitable for
dlocvsaisn L-bvcon two hcada of state.

'/lasts/ t'-.un aswed if th«re wss not * lUult to the degree
of Soviet -pa.'.j-ration that we would allow in the Cull rtglon
and wondered wnsre we would draw the line. X said that it
would bo foolish of to to suggest that we were ntt Interested
-in Soviet pc-rrution into so vital an area but that the ralatioidi
of the Gulf nations with the Ufi'JK.er anal any other ctuiitiy vwu
their own hiiincss and I did not see how we could interfere.
He (lid not tolaeve so.

Victn:,-n: Ka caked what X thought of the preasnt situation in
‘Vix.cdiS end X replied that it w<xb a ahace that the !.'r;'th M Viit-
TAacja hud invaded baccuss we oral tha South Viftnsagsa were now
fir.ilug it necessary to Mil th.es in great naabero ur4 it was
resulting in considerable d-wisjc to tlie iforsh a* well. Ho cpi.-ivd

that the inyf/uvrs wm-o really VC but I slot that doxos end than
h*a voi.i'erto w.at would to nac-ouary to gut us bock to tna
i&gotistlrg table. Ka mid that, should ntgetiotions -restate, it
wt.-Id bo bott .-r to discuss eonersta issues one by one, rather
titoc than to trade sccusctioos of egression. He then aiked how
ti'J American people f uif stout tha renewed boubing cf the Kortix
unf I ra4>,ona-4 by u:d.i caking h>y the kusolsa people fait
about Cs-uxlu;liovuki* i.a 1CS3. Ho rcpllod tlut, except for
a sasll rdr.o.'ity, tfcuy all supported tha move, then ha opinnad
thoc fho tirdr.t of t.ia a assault t/os "a to stake -- no, hot e
Kioto's* but u .uhsp* a biueelvulaticn • in ttoe the)* Ked Rrxy
eho:Od have /..caved Chechoslovakia before tilings wont so far.

ftw-.-tssar/i Vlassov nsked «o about iso credit cards and, after
tiyiS fiTiig how they work and about catslogue ordering, I sskod
if he had clvo os.-jo tosurits. Ku x-eplied that things ere sold s-n

credit in individual toauiun stores hut that such fieilit-itca
*r-v f.ac gvur.ftd outsiui ;f.i Soviet Union, -in SoviaVf in Tohsan
have no eoaroiosivyj it-uai era flown in frosi Moscow ut intervals
and then tiv.y c.< sold to swsabers of the Embassy. I told hia
about oirr c . .... ..,ry and (as nu> Ualla'a scigrsscion) oifarto to
supply M.a with exsaissezy itu<as or thirars ‘ordered fuss the IS
if l» sliould wvar be in used* Ue did not sppsw? espscislly
iAwulTOSCwJ *
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p-vrs'inf^

;

Vlas :.;»v has a nts* cmpj a Ct.Jjo Dost, whlta wich bin*

ilt 1 lives trie car l»c bas «t yet b-aecua ussx to

tha autwaeic WanauJ-sdlin.

VXiEsov's wife la still hiving minor prohlaca at tii«

Russian ivcpital; ihs vsluns of work is etch gres'tt-i> tVian 3

expect «c! ;u;S ui.l sha goes all letrels or casus without tho i-v

liaving i'.-'.-ssivtd 'jrioi' consultation on ttmiv illiis&osa. In t

liias she, c3 c neural.'gist, only so# patients aft-r they hi

visited a . <:.‘.:e'ua. prseti tiar.ov aixl l«2d had th.oir ciiacu dlay

H rroovor, choir work weak* «•« aiirwent ana thn y have dll'

day# sit K. 'chat they only sea each other in t.» eveniv'JS,

Wa uill nezxt meat [lay 4 at my nnvirtaenc for dinner. Vlassov

wonts iiia wdio ta accompany hin but as she only sp-v’e Rusaisn

and French (th» latter not vary well) V«a hoped that &>,<* *ad
my wife would he ubla to <Vtt on. ity vile ayaika Frer*.» ra.i-.r

poorly and i'trai rtthoT wail so I sucw*-6vd that I tight iovies

soaruona else whas« wife is fluent in oief.tr French cr Russia i.

She above meeting cnok placa at the Qiii;osa reiMurant off of

1'ii.hlsvi nsar ilrya.aehr. Xc cost Vlassov IG'jS rials, lie is vi.it

a heavy tiyjori ho left 20 viola.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
date: June 13, li>?2

nr. Kalla, LCUH
CO: Mr, Toussaint, PUL

fr©m : , ,.,. vrotan Lscudero, POL

subject.
Conversation with Soviet First Secretary /lnuiruir Vlassov

It seemed that Vlassov was making an extra attempt to be eharjuiug toaay.
He made a uig show of asking me to call lii.a Vlauimir ana asking ii he could
call me Stan. Later he repeated an effusive invitation to visit iiim in liis

quarters in the Russian summer compound alter my return from Baluchistan..
In our conversation, which was wi^e ranging, he seemed to concentrate

on three main subjects: President dixon's visit, the Shah’s forthcoming tx’ip

to Great Britain, and the interrelationsnipd of the Gull' states.
Concerning tno former, Vlassov asked directly if Iran had asked for a new

loan of some sort while liixon was here and if the question of additional military
aid or sales to Iran was discussed . He also wondered if the meetings between
Kixon and ifli-i took place in the presence of advisors or if they were completely
private. I pled ignorance on all of these questions. Vlassov (and by implication
the Soviets in general) suspects that one of tile purposes of the President'

s

recent visit was to cement a kind of informal arrangement whereby it would be
agreed between the US, Britain and Iran that Iran would insure the stability
of the P or ian Gulf area while tne US and UK would jointly guarantee the defense
of tne Indian uccan ji.au specifically tr.e approaches to the Ouli'. Tlds feels,
is one of t;-e major reasons why tne Sliah is going to Britain in the near future.
He reasons that th-.ro could bo few occnoiaic questions for them to discuss ot..er

than tr.^ IriL4i>i pidsijtli&h.lhiiiiii two countries' positions ofl tne Iraqi nationalization
of IFC properties and that, were there not some important political reason for
ttie trip, tne Shal; uoulu not now visit Britain in the wake of critical articles
such as those which recently appeared in the Lconomist and tne Financial Times.

I replied that 1 thought the Shah and his government drew distinctions
between the statements of a western government and its press but tnat, in any
case, I had heard notJaing of any such agreement and, uiven tne present political
cliruite in tr.e United otates, I personally doubted that there w .s much cnance
tliat any such agreement would be tolerated by Congress, Stll, I asked, just
supposing that some sucli agreement Wa.s readied, what would be the position of
the Soviet Union?

Vlassov responded that t..e UBSR would prefer that any agreement concerning
tne security of the Persian Gulf be made between all of its littoral states
specifically including Iraq. I replied that, practically speaking, this would
be difficult tc arrange. He agreed but noted that such a regional collective
security organization would fit with Brezhnev 1 s announced preference for an
Asian collective security organization in that similar smaller groups could
perhaps be formed in south Asiaryand southeast Asia and they could perhaps
later be joined together into one. Vlassov went on to note that Sucretary
Rogers 1 remarks after ti.rks after the G i :T0 meeting indicated tliat the US plans to build

,^ii{ up its presence in the lersiaiiGuIf-Indian Ocean area. He views this as support

Y-'l for Ids thesis of txa'ec-power collusion in tne region. I rejoined that the
//(/Secretary was not speaking of an increase in power levels but merely the subs illation

Buy V.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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of newer vessels for old t and the completion of oth<_r ongoing activities.

No new inputs are planned to my knowledge*
Vlassov then asked what I thought was the Iranian position on the Iraqi

nationalization of IPC . I commented that, as OPEC supported the Iraqis, I

could only presume that Iran, as an OPEC member, aid so also, lie agreed that

this is tine in public but Uidn1 1 I think that the Itanians would increase

tneir offtake in order to take advantage of the hole in the market left by the

withdrawal of Iraqi supplies. I responded that oil was not ni„' areu of expertise

but that I woncicreu if the te clinical problems involved in increasing one 1 s

oil offtake in large amounts could be overcome in time to permit the Iranians

to fill tne Iraqi vacuum immediately even if they wanted to do so. I then asked

if he uid riot agr<.e that the Iraqis had been acting muen more fiesty since the

two agreements wild the USSR* he agreed that this is so. Then I asked if he could

supply a copy of the recent commercial agreement between the USSR and Iraq or

at least those portions of it .which could be published. He replied that he would

certainly do so but that, as he had not yet received the papers from Moscow
which coaid be expected to report on suc^i developments, the matter would have

to wait mitil my return from Baluchistan when he hoped to have wnat I w&ntea.

Discussing the situation in the UAE, Vlassov commented that the Iranians

were certainly uissatisfied with the performance of Shaiku hayed but he was not

sure if they were "uoing anything practical" to ensure his replacement. However,

he has the impression that the Shaikh of Fujarah would be far more acceptable \

to the GOI as the leader of the UAE. Concerning the possibility of a socialist

revolution in one of the Gulf states, Vlassov noted that the LnSIi would feel
constrained to support nm the rebels both morally and with material support.

Noting that this attitude is one of the reasons wliy lie anu Ids colleagues don’t

get a better reception in Iran, I asked what would happen if such a revolt should

take place in ax nation which belonged to one of the collective security organization

which lie had envisaged, particularly if the organization Iiad, as would be expected,
announced that it wanted no great power presence in the area under its aegis.
Vlassov replied that he felt it would be bettor if the question of the internal
affairs of the governments of the member states of suen an organization were not

a matter for discussion among the other members but were left to each individual
member state to xnibns arrange as it wishes 9 (in other words, the USSR, faced with
such a situation, ' 1 do whatever it thinks it can get away with — x«easonable
enough but Iiuruly jparture^X — my comment) •

Vlassov will spend the remainder of the summer alone in Tehran and then
"in oraly autumn", will join his 'wife in Moscow. They plan to vacation in
Karlovari (sp?), a mineral water spa in former Czech territory before returning
to Iran.

ife agreed to meet again on Wednesday, J «.ne 28 at the Greek restaurant.
You owe ire 800 rials for lunch and tip at the Mexican restaurant.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

Date: October 25, 1972

SUBJECT: Shah 'a Visit to the USSR
Internal Situation in Russia
Soviet Radio Station in Baku
Developments within Soviet Embassy in Tehran
Bio Data

PARTICIPANTS- V bnir Vlassov, 1st Secretary, Soviet Embassy
r ley T. Eecudero, Embassy Officer

PLACE: Maharajah Restaurant over Lunch

COPIES: AMB/DCM OR
NEA/IRN BIO
INR/RNA INR/OI 'B

POL (S) Embejsy Moscow
POX/M

1. Shah's Visit to the USSR

Vlassov confirmed that the subject of Iraq wa3 not raised during the
talks between HIM and the Russian leaders. Ha professed himself
surprised that the Shah did not mention the subject but felt that it
was perhaps omitted in order to assure the cordial nature of the talks.
Certainly, he said, the Soviets were under no obligation to raise the
matter. Actually, Vlassov believes that the Shah did not want
Russian assistance with the Iraqis as HIM has no wish to be indebted
to his great northern neighbor. Iran, Vlassov said, has been playing
the role of a powerful nation dealing with the world's great powers
as an equal, as witness the imperial visits to the UK, China and
the Soviet Union, and Mixon's trip to Iran. A request for Russian
help would take away from the image of equality.

Three days were originally scheduled for talks between the leaders but
all matters of interest were discussed in' the first two days and no
talks were held on the third day. The remainder of the imperial stay
wad devoted to sightseeing.

CONFIDENTIAL
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The entire first day was taken up by a description by the Shah of
the considerable internal development and progress in Iran but the
second day Breshnev suggested that they discuss international
subjects of mutual interest. HIM wondered if this meant areas in
which their policies differed but Breshnev replied that he merely wanted
to discuss international natters of mutual interest. In the course
of this phase of the talks both sides agreed that they wanted to
normalize the situation in the sub-continent and that problems
pertaining to the region of the Persian Gulf should be settled
by the littoral states without interference from outside powers.
Vlassov denied that any clarifications of articles 5 and 6 of
the 1921 Iran-Soviet Treaty of Friendship were considered.

(Comment : We have reliable information to the contrary.)

At the Shah's initiative the 15-year treaty was brought up. Vlassov
was surprised that it was signed at this juncture, stating that he
would have expected it to receive further study before final agreement.
It was also at the Slush's suggestion that the document was called a
treaty, as opposed to a lesser sort of agreement, as HIM wanted to be
sure that a degree of political importance attached to it.

The Soviets also brought up the subject of Vietnam, concerning which
Vlassov said virtually nothing, and the matter of an Asian security
conference. The Shah greeted the latter suggestion with the cerement
that it is a good idea in principle but that the time is not right
for it. Moreover, HIM thought that some consideration should be given
to specific subjectsto be on the agenda before arrangements for the
actual conference were seriously discussed.

As for the invitation to Podgomy to visit Iran, Vlassov commented that
Podgovny had already been in Iran several tim3s and that too many
visits of that sort took away from their overall significance. He
suspected that someone other than Podgomy would accept the invitation,
perhaps Kosygin. In any case, it would not bo Breshnev, as an invitation
to the head of the communist party rather than a government official
presents certain protocol difficulties.

2.

Internal Situation in Russia

After describing the Russian agricultural situation as terrible,
Vlassov opined that recant crop failures would not harm Breshnev'

a

position as the most powerful man in the Soviet Union. Unlike
Khrushchev, who was also plagued with agricultural failures and bad
relations with China, Breshnev has not created a personality cult of the
Stalin type. It was the latter mistake chat node the principal contribu-
tion to Krushchev’s downfall and not his agricultural failures.

CQNFIDEHTIAL

3. Soviet Radio Station in Baku

Predictably, vlassov denied that the Soviets have a radio station in
Baku which broadcasts propaganda into Iran, noting that such a move
would defeat years of careful effort to improve relations with the
Iranians. He maintained that, despite the reporting officer's
contention that such propaganda facilities use the term "Arabian
Gulf", official Russian policy describes that body of water as the
"Persian Gulf".

4. Developments Within Soviet Rmh»««y jji_Tguran

Ohs Assistant Military Attache (unnamed.), who lives on the fifth
floor of the apartment building In the Russian compound downtown,
was just promoted. He and Vlassov are good friends as Vlassov lives just
below him.

A new Parel expert named Xharsarov (7) has just arrived at the Embassy,
this will be his third posting In Iron and his Farei is so good that
he used to function as Interpreter for Podgomy during his Iranian
visits.

Mona of me Embassies In which Vlassov has served, including the one
In Tehran, mair 'ns bio files in the chancellery. Such information
Is avalla fc. . di nly by writing back to Moscow where it is stored in
the Foreign Mi -ry or in various research institutes. Vlassov
has suggested several times to his Ambassador hare that it would be
a good Idea to start such a practice here and that he would like to
model his Embassy's files an the American system. He asked if the
reporting officer (who coincidentally happens to be the Embassy's
biographic coordinator) could obtain a .' unitized fils for Vlassov
to show to his Ambassador as a sample . Vlassov received a nen-
cosmital reply.

5. Bio Data

Vlassov 's daughter, as expected, has passed all her university entrance
exon with excellent marks. He Is now worried about his sen, who Is not
as good a student as his daughter. If the eon's marks are not high
enough to send him to the university, vlassov will send him to a factory
as s worker for the year between his graduation from high school end
his compulsory entry into the armed forces.
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His wife lu ad from tha USSR and la back in Tehran. They
hava postpuitod - j.r planned October vacation in the USSR until after
tha November celebrations but hope to get away at that time,
vlaaaov makes no secret of his distaste for his Iranian assignment.
He noted once again that ha is unable to make proper ccntaot with
Iranian officials and, now that there I^ive been acme changes in
the Second Political Division in the UFA vlassov will have to start
all over again developing what were ji si. about the only contacts
he had in the GOI. He claims to have broadened his contacts
among tha diplomatic corps, however.

He again suggested that the reporting officer visit him in the
Soviet Union while on his way to the US for home leave next
Sumner. It was agreed that vlassov would call after the spate
of holidays ending far him on November 7.

'POL :Sllscudero : paz POLsAIKillgore C&tA'
October 28, 1972
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MKAURAHMM OF COHVERSATIOH

'

rvuctiOTAJist

DATE:

FUCK:

Vladimir Vlassov, Soviet First Secretary

Stanley Escudoro, Eobeesy Officer

April 9, 1973

Mexican Restaurant Over Lunch

SUBJECTS

:

1. Iranian Am Build-up

2

.

lran/Soviet Relations and Kosygin Visit

3. Relations Duiweun Soviet Eabaaay and 001

It. Relation* Between US and USSR Embassies

5. Bio Data

BBTt A) iiscudero-Godfroy Mcascon of Feb. 7, 1973

B) Previous Escudero-Vlsssov Mcecons

DISTRIBUTION : AMd/DCM
Kia/XRH
luit/HMA

FOL (3)

P01/M IMR/OH/B
OR Aaconsul Khorrauahahr

DAO Amosbossy MOSCOW

BIO Amsmbessy ISLAMABAD

Amo*bossy HEW nEtJtr KUWAIT PASS MUSCAT

Amembassy JIDDA UBIRT BAGHDAD

Amcubossy KUWAIT

Iranian Area Balld-up

The principal topic of conversation wua Vlassov' s anxiety, expreaaad in ten

of strong support for India's position, over the apeed and acale of Iran a

projected military bui d-up. In terns very similar to those reportedly

used by Indian Cm.rge Prukosh Shdi (raf* A) Vlaaaov wondered if Iran

was about to play the role of an American Trojan Horae with its belly

loaded not with soldiers but with weapons for distribtulon to o'bar area

states . Vlassov received the stock answer that recipient* of US aman*ota

ware not peiw.'tied to p**a them to a third country without the previous

agreement of the ’iSQ .1 he countered with the supposition that such a

role for Iran wouiu u-ve not only the agreement but the active Chcouragenen'

of the United States.

Classified by B.T. Ba-tud' ro

Subject to General Decla a. luWtutl

t

Schedule of RO 11652. Aut ui-ionlly

downgraded at two year intervals and
declassified on Dec 31* 1979

-2-

The plan i -da sent-j . he said, because the clandestine supply of arms
thru- ..a f ...n, particularly to Pakistan, would enable Aaerioa to resupply
its So.'to ..sian ally while still maintaining good relations with India.
The typorttiai officer couaented that any US cv paeut tent to Pakistan
now or in tne future (and all such equljnient is presently non-lethal)
would certclniy be the result of direct USG/GOF contact and that his pi .

though not entirely devoid of logic, is impractical for a number of
reasons.’ i)e could hardly usk Iran to act in a way which would worsen
its relations with indie in order to preserve the American-Indian iclatiooshlp;
arms supply progrum cannot ba concealed and, when India diacovered what
was going on'Ajur relations would suffer anyway; the p’’j -Vi0*1 condition
of the Iroii/Fakistan border being vbat it is, it would be well nigh .'oposslivle

to transport Surge Ammwts of heavy equipment and supplies from Iren to
Pakistan neci-etly or dUioniisi*; finally, und most Importantly, US policy
favors pta-jci settlamaatu of disputes in tha suh-Contlnent end, under
present circusetan-oa, the large scale re-orwlsg of Pakistan would not
be liiv.Gy to contribute to that goal.

Vis*sov thu. turned to tha use of Iranian ants in tbs Persian Gulf, stating
that, ns bith Jidda and Tehran want to be pi ad- -intuit in the Gulf a
rivalry between the two seams likely. Thu i it hduus fear growing Iranian
power and, in the wane way that a Soviet prt jowl for on Aslan collective
security cysts* was widely regarded as a bid for Russian dominance, a similar
Iranian proposal for the Gulf littoral states . it seen by the 8heikhdcnui
os on sttcoprt to ensure Iron’s puraacuntcy. However, while the various
Emirates tud sultunotes mre wary of the Shah, they distrust Xing Faisal
•tore, os Saudi Arabia is closer and Is perceived as a greator threat. Any
untoward sirvus from Jidda would be likely to push the Sheikhdoms nearer
to Iron for support., improving the cfcnnccai : i that the small Gulf atstes
will attest to ploy off Iron und Saudi Arabia against each other thus
exacerbating the "natural contradictions” which exist between the two
Gulf giant-. Anxiety regarding Saadi and Iranian intentions is so groat,
ha opined, that Kuwait, even when faced with Iraqi military action, did not
rsquast help from either statu.

The reporting officer replied that any areas of di segrsmsnt between Iran
und Saudi urabis ora small und can easily be papered over in the event
of a serious threat to any Gulf state from such organisations as Ht-DAG,
the Dhofur Rebels or from Iraq. M axover, such a threat would be far more
likely to call a K-xulun Gulf security organisation into being than any
action by either Iran oar the Saudis. Therefore, if the Soviets really
believed in the existence of the natural, contradictions he described, the
intelligent thing to do would bs to reduce support to subversive organizations
and to Iraq and sit back to wit for the inevitable deterioration of
relations usaoog the Gulf littoral states. As for the Kuwalt-Iraq confrontation,
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tUy virtually uii-vt/aui grub condeouiation of the Iraqi action* and the
pjtobAOi-ui ty that neither Saudi Arabia nor Iran could afford to permit an
Iraqi takeover of Kuwait made a cry for help largely unnecessary.

According to Vluuduv the degree of Chinese Influence among the guerilla
organisation* atikta It impossible for the Soviets to significantly
reduce their support even if they wished to do so. In fact, Chinese
influence in the *ub-Continent and the Persian Gulf Is on the increase,
using Pakistan u:> a point of entry. Vlassov indicated that his government
unci that of Iiuuc view this develops- "nt with concern but Iran seaas to ba
pleased viewing u. Chinese presence as a counterweight to India.

C l-li-iiivl
1

; Ab not cl in previous memconu, the subject of a possible
Saudi-ircultn rivalry in the Gulf Is a favorite with Vl&ssov though he
has never dlacusnicd a scenario for the development of such a rivalry
before., die reported insistence causes one to wonder If the Soviets

actually hope to use the Sheikhdoms as a wedge to split Iran and the
Saudis.

2 . Iron/Sovlet delations and Kosygin Vlait

In answer to a question, Vlassov remarked that Iraq's actions in recant

months have had a deleterious effect on Iran/Soviet relations. Us wondered
If the GDI really believes that Russia la attempting to encircle It using
Iraq and India au proxies. Whan the reporting officer replied that Iranians

very well feel this way, Vlassov opined that the whole thing was
started by an article in the Economist after which the remainder of the
press jumped on the bandwagon.

In any case the situation had reached such a state that it was decided that
Premier ihvaygln most come to the dedication of the Isfahan steel mill in
hopes that he could smooth things over with the 8hah. (Vlassov appeared to
imply that the Kosygin visit hud been considered previously but dropped),
Profe^li.g not to be privy to the subjects diecubssed at the meetings,
Vlassov noted thut they were held in an air of politeness but that the
Russian* could not be sure haw much of what the Shah said to Kosygin was
sincere and how nuch was Persian taurof.

3» Relations Between the Soviet Embassy and the QOI

Renewing an old complaint, Vlassov said that personal relations between
Soviet sWbueay officers and Iranian officials remain stiff. He and his
colleagues have ^ccows to the appropriate foreign Ministry officials for

business purposes but thty have no social contacts. He asked the reporting
officer to incluuu him on cocktail party guest lists.
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Vlassov again *».
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«L> sow, who iu B. » (ioad student, Is preparing for the exeainutloiij which

jili d\.c«mii • or not be will be (emitted to contfnuw Llw education.

On Rwy A, ',<i .... I* will leave for the Soviet Uolpu to be with her non

•t thin iupui til «. -.0.

U/li/73

caigii’Hfcai
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

Data! April 28, 1973

SUBJECTS:

PARTICIPANTS:

PLACE: Clietnik’s Restaurant over Lunch

REF: Previous Vlassov-Escudero Meecons.

COPIES: AKB/DCM BIO
NEA/IKN INR/OIL/B
INR/RKA Amconsul KHCRRAHSHAHR
POL Amembassy MOSCOW
POL/M Amembassy NEW DELHI
OK Amembassy ISLAMABAD

Amembassy KUWAIT
Amembassy KUWAIT PASS MUSCAT
Amembassy BEIRUT PASS USHAT BAGHDAD

1.

US Cltiefs of Mission Conference .

Vlassov was naturally full of questions concerning the recent Chiefs of
Mission Conference held in Tehran but the reporting officer fended off
questions with the remark that he had been assigned to the group
providing staff support and so knew little concerning the substantive
aspects of the meeting. Vlassov speculated that the Conference probably
made no policy decisions but merely made recommendations to Washington.
Then he noted that the Soviet Embassy in Tehran had made a mraber of
abortive suggest;' .ns for a similar conference of Russian ambassadors
in the hiddi. East, the venue for the proposed conference would have
been Moscow rathw tl-nn Tehran or some other Middle Eastern capital.
Vlassov and his umtassador support the idea but other Soviet ambassadors
seem to prefer the present practice of individual consultations
when they go back to the USSR for home leave or change of assignments.
To date the Soviet Foreign Ministry has not comaonted on the proposal
for a COM Conference.

CONFIDENTIAL

1. US chiefs of Mission Conference
2. Iran/India Relations
3 . Iraq/Kuwait Confrontation

VladiuiirUflassoyf Soviet First Secretary
Stanley TI ueefdero. Embassy Officer
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2. Iiun/Inaj.,'. Relations .

Possible Inan/India rivalry has been much on VLassov's Bind of late

and ho engaged in considerable speculation as to what the course of

future relations between the two major regional powers might be.

Essentially ha sees the two as rivals, though he later agreed with
the resorting officer's suggestion that it would be the better

course* for both the US and the USSR to urge Iran and India to
cooperate. He remarked, as he has in the past, that India is

concerned over the Iranian military build-up and wandered if the

Indians were not also concerned about Iran's "adventurism" in Oman.

Vlassov said ho views the Iranian participation in Oman as more
political -than military irt its conception. That is, it is a test

of Iran's C*ry capabilities and offers, training for the Imperial

troops bit ho feats that Tehran sees their intervention as a move

to see how tar I hey can go without attracting ssrious criticism from

Delhi or the Arab capitals. He also noted in passing that Iranians

he had askod about the reported Persian base on a small island off of

Qnan in the straits of Hormoz had replied that the Iranian facility

there is nothing more than a refueling station where ships can unload

fresh troops and supplies and take on r urning soldiers. Vlassov

has been told that Tehran does not le vc its troops in Oman more than

six weeks or two months so that frequont replacement exercises are

necessary.

In the same context Vlassov discussed Iran's relationship with

Pakistan. A plot-oriented person, Vlassov hypothesized that, having

talked with the Shah, Messrs Rush and Sisco would call on Pak President

Bhutto and consider the sub-continent in the light of HIM 'a comments

and the conclusions of the Tehran Conference. He was leading up to
the possibility of a future agreement between the Shah and Bhutto

which would provide for some form of Iranian assistance in the event

of renewed hostilities between Iran and Pakistan. He stated that

"Iran is acting like a great power now, so we must expect such

developments". lie also noted that, from a geopolitical point of

view (Vlassov often thinks in geopolitical terms) such an agreement

would make a great deal of sense as the two powers would control

not only the Persian Gulf but also 'the Sea of Craan and a portion of tlie

Arabian Sea. Vlassov was insure, however, if he thought that the Shah

was ready to place himBelf in a position from which he could become

embroiled in hostilities with India. He did not make clear whether

his refarence to the Shah's readiness referred to military preparedness

or internal political conditions.

CONFIDENTIAL
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3. Iraq/Kuwait Confrontation.

Concerning the flareup in the continuing border dispute between Iraq
and Kuwait, Vlassov professed suprise that the Iranians had not
weighed in on the side of the Kuwaitis and said that ha
personally viewed Prime Minister Hoveyda’s statements in London as
an invitation to Kuwait to ask for assistance. That they did not do so
may be an indication of the depth of their distrust of the Persians
but it may also have reflected a desire to settle the problem with
Iraq once and for all, through negotiation. Naturally, Vlassov denied
that the presence of Russian warships in Iraqi ports was in any
vay connected with Baghdad’s incursion. Hi fact, he insisted, the Soviets
found the Iraqi actions embarrassing.
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Classified by S.T.EScudero.
Subject to General Declassification
Schedule of EO 11652. Automatically
downgraded at two year intervals and
declassified on Dec 31, 1979.
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Memorandum of Conversation

SUBJECT: 1. Soviet Inter-Embassy Conmaaications

2. Chinese Influence in Pakistan

3. Iranian Domestic Affairs

PARTiCIPAKTS; Vladimir Vlassov, Soviet- ©abassy First
Secretary; Stanley EscuAePo, Bubaasy Officer

DATE AMD PLACE: September 26, 1973; Tehran Club over Lunch

COPIES TO: AMB/DCK
nea/xrn
xnr/rna
POL
ihr/oh/b

OR
AmConsul Tabriz
jfinConsul Khorramshahr

*010
Amembassy Moscow

1. Soviet later-Embassy Comuunications - During brief remarks
about the situation in Afghanistan, Vlassov complained that his
Embassy in Tehran has very little information about events in
Kabul as the Soviet Embassy there reports only to Moscow and the
Foreign Ministry decides what will be passed to embassies in the
field. There is never, he said, even in cases of urgency, direct
communicate. i tat.ween Soviet embassies. Vlassov described this
as a go.d thing s the Foreign Ministry is in possession of
inforiiut-.-n; trom various sources and combines this Information in
analytical re ports which it provides to field posts on a need-to-
have basis.

2. Chinese Influence in Pakistan - Vlassov noted with some
pleasure that the U.S. had rejected e request by Pakistan's
President Lhutto during his recent visi to Washington for
lethal-end aims. In repetition of a juv./iously expressed
theme, he then went on to wonder if this meant that the Americans
had now given the Chinese a "green light" to satisfy Pakistan's
arms needs. I responded that we hardly have that sort of rela-

tionship wi\sh Peking and that we did not want to see a future

arms race in the sub-continent but he replied that the weapons
will surely come from somewhere as a need for arms does not
exist in a vacuum and China is the logical supplier.

Classified by STEscudero. Subject
to General Declassification Schedule

of E.O. 11652. Automatically down-
graded at two-year intervals and
declassified on Dec . 31, 1979.
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3. lie Affairs - During a discussion of a recently
published lu is of the platform of the outlawed Tudeh ( Communist)
Party as enunciated at the last Party Congress in Iraq, Vlassov
opii.cd that the Tudeh would like to return to Iran and operate
openly as a legitimate political party but the Shah will not
accept it. As for the rebirth of the Mer*dom Party, Vlassov
noted that this Embassy is closely fo .h, ing the fortunes of
the official opposition. The Soviets believe that the Shah wants
to make the Mardom a sort of watchdog on Prime Minister Hoveyda
and his Iran-Novin associates to make certain that he always has
a "whip" to use on Hoveyda and the Iran-Novin Party should it ever
become necessary.

POL: ailSscudvjro: ct
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SECRET

2 June 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR

SUBJECT

The Ambassador

A. B. Callahan

Transmittal of Report

This is a copy of the Memorandum on the Soviet Presence,

and intelligence presence in Iran which
J|*

ve
0§

i
Y®“

*°
st

the Shah, SAVAK, J-2 and the National Police. ^ J
is the fact that whon I saw General Nasiri of SAVAK to give

him his copy on the morning of 29 May, he had already

roceived from the Shah a copy of . the memorandum which I

had left with him on the evening of 28 May.

I am sending a copy to Hawk Mills.

Attachment:
1 Memorandum

CC: Mr. Mills w/att
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SECRET

THE SOVIET INTEUIGENCB PRESENCE IN IR^N

A. The Total Soviet Presence

1. There are about 5,000 Soviet citizens in Iran as of
May 1974. This figure includes some dependents and many
short-term (one year or less) specialists. Among these 67
have been identified as intelligence officers.

2. The largest concentrations of Soviets are in Tehran
and Isfahan, with well over 1,000 (including families) in
each city. Most of the Soviets in Isfahan are associated
with the Aryamehi teel Mill.

3. The per lent Soviet diplomatic, commercial and
other installations in Tehran are: the Embassy (which
includes the quasi -autonomous Office of the Economic
Counselor), ti.e Trade Representation, the Soviet Hospital,
the Aeroflot office, the TASS bureau, the Soviet Insurance
Company, the Rjjso-Iran Bank, and the Iranian-Soviet
Transportation Company. In addition, mere are Soviet
consulates in Isfahan and Rasht , and small offices in
Tabriz, Mashad, Bandar Pahlavi and Julfa. . All together,
over 300 Soviet officials are assigned to these permanent
instal la t ions

.

4. The Office of the Economic Counselor in Tehran is
subordinate to the State Committee for Foreign Economic
Relations (GKES) in Moscow. It is the supervisory head-
quarters for ail Soviet economic and military assistance
Projects in Iran. Under this office groups of officials
totalling about 100 are assigned to the Tehran headquarters
of organisations such as the National Iranian Stool Corpora-
tion, the National Iranian Gas Corporation and others. They
oversee the work of Soviet specialists throughout the
country

.

5 . 67 Soviet military specialists are employed, mostly
in the Tehran arcs.

5. Outside of Tehran Soviet specialists of various
sorts work with the Northern Fisheries Company in Bandar
Pahlavi, at the Arak Machine-Tool Plant, in several coal
mines, along the Trans-Iran Gas Trunkline, and at the
Aryamel.r Steel Mill and the Aryashahr construction project.
Others are engaged in mineral prospecting, in sturgeon
breeding, in building cold storage plants and grain
elevators, and other miscellaneous projects.
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B. Soviet Intelligence Personnel

7. Accoruing to intelligence records: 67 of the
Soviets assigned to Iran are known or suspect KGB or GRU
intelligence officers. These officers are scattered for
cover purposes throughout the various Soviet establishments
in Iran.

Estate lisliment
Number of Identified
Intelligence Officers

Embassy
Chancer/ 27
Tehran Consulate 4
Military Attache's Office 8

Economic Counselor's Office
(fiKES and SMAP) S

Isfahan Consulate 3

Kasht Consulate 2

TASS Bureau 1

Aeroflot Office 1

Soviet Insuiance Company
(Tehran, Tabriz, Mashad) 1

Russo- Iran Sank 1

Soviet Trade Representation 11

Soviet Hospital _5

TOTAL 67

3. The figure of 67 intelligence officers is e very
conservative one. lie know that some Soviet intelligence
officers assigned to Iran have not come to security notice
for vat ions reasons. Some are engaged in technical
operations such as radio interception Inside Soviet
installations; others are security officers checking on
other Soviet citizens; others still are young officers
serving their firs familiarization tours in Iren which is a

traditional as.-.ij;n t post of Soviet intelligence
apprentices

.

- 3 -

0 . It is interesting to note that the Soviets maintain
a staff of 16 officials including 3 identified intelligence
officers ir their Isfahan consulate to take care of the
thousard 'odd Soviet citizens working there.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

PARTICIPANTS : Dr. Guennady Kazankin, Second Secretary,
Soviet Embassy

John D, Stempel, Political Officer

DATE & PLACE : April 14, 1976 - Pizza Roma Restaurant

SUBJECT;

COPIES TO:

Soviet Contact - Miscellaneous Political
Items

AMB/DCM
POL
OR

BIO
NEA/IRN
INR/RNA

INR/OIL/B
CHKON

Kazankin had asked me to lunch about five days ago. He took
me to the Pizza Roma Restaurant on Karim Khqn-e-zand which
is just down the street from the Russian-operated hospital,
where he had been before. In the course of a low-key conver-
sation, we discussed the following significant items:

1. Iran/Cuba Diplomatic Break . Kazankin asked me why I

thought Iran had broken relations. I suggested it was due
to the Shah's uneasiness over Cuba's activities in Angola
and Dhofar, plus a general Iranian wish to signal the
communist world that intervention in others' affairs was
unacceptable to Iran. What was Soviet thinking? He said (with
great confidence) that the Shah broke relations with Cuba on
the eve of Hoveyda's visit to Saudi Arabia to show the Saudis
that Iran was the staunchest anti -communist power in the
Persian Gulf. Kazankin added that the Iranians were trying
to show the Saudis that it was stupid for Saudi Arabia to
try to push Ira out of Persian Gulf affairs. He added,
"You know the K.iudis are behind all this business over the
name Arab Gulf?" When I offered a mild demurer that Iraq
seemed a more likely candidate for troublemaker, Kazankin
added that the Iraqis really had nothing to gain and it was
clearly the Saudis. I said his idea seemed a bit far-fetched,
and the matter was dropped.

2. Lebanon . What were Kazankin's views on Lebanon? He
replied that the situation was extremely complex and there
appeared to be no easy solution. I told him I expected to
hear more ,

since the Russians and Syrians were such good
friends. He said even the Syrians are not sure what is
happening.
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was a Venezuelan who seemed to be very much in the clutches

of the Libyans. Kazankin said he thought the Western powers

had been supporting Carlos' OPEC kidnappings to fragment

OPEC unity. I laughed and replied this was bull crap,

nothing could have been better designed to reinforce OPEC

unity. Everything I had seen suggested the operation had

Libyan backing, adding puckishly that if the KGB and the

CIA really wanted to do something useful they should
eliminate all of these warts on the face of progress.
Kazankin laughed and surprisingly agreed.

7. Kazankin Himself . Kazankin had one-half of his stomach

removed because of a bleeding ulcer while in Afghanistan
a few years ago. The effects became obvious when he

reacted very strongly to the special pizza he had ordered.

His subdued manner through the middle half of the lunchr

was undoubtedly due to gastric disturbances occasioned by

hot pepperoni and spiced sausage. He confirmed that his

wife Yelena had studied abroad in Vietnam and said she had

also been in Laos during her younger days. They were both

students at Moscow's Foreign Affairs Insitute When they met

and married 16 years ago. They have a 13-year-old daughter

who will be coming to Iran in June, an 8-year-old son and

a 3-month-old baby. Kazankin very much wanted to have lunch

together again and we set a tentative date for April 28.

He passed two booklets to me containing Brezhnev’s and

Kosygin's speeches to the 25th CPSU Congress. Obviously

I have replaced Escudero as a Soviet U.S. Embassy working

level contact

.
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SECRET/NOFORN

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

Dr. Guennady Kazankin, Second Secretary of
the USSR Embassy

John D. Stempel, Political Officer

April 28, 1976 - Tiffany’s Restaurant and
Tehran Steak House

Exchange of Views on Political Subjects

A MB/DC M BIO INR/RNA
POL Amconsul ISFAHAN INR/OIL/B
OR NEA/IRN CHRON

Kazankin began our encounter by locking himself out of his
car while waiting to pick me up opposite the Embassy. He
pressed me to have our motor pool mechanic open the car
rather than call his Embassy for an extra key. After check-
ing with OR, I asked the motor pool to try and open the car.
Since their specialist was at lunch, Kazankin and I went to
eat at Tiffany’s-,. The motor pool mechanic subsequently
opened the car id drove it to the visitors parking lot and
had the keys wu ting for us when we returned. As he picked
up the car I said he would probably be having it debugged;
he laughed and replied, "Of course.*'

Kazankin was nervous and slightly distracted during our
lunch. He later suggested we finish lunch with coffee at
the Tehran Steak House. Since I had picked up the tab for
lunch, I assume this was because he needed to show a receipt
to his Embassy and wanted to finesse the question of locking
himself out of the car. By the time we parted, Kazankin
carefully made another luncheon date for May 12 and was able
to add jokingly that he would show up "with key next time.”
I do not believe he will voluntarily explain to his Embassy
why the car wound up in our parking lot.

Lunch was very relaxed and began with casual conversation
about life in Tehran. Kazankin asked me when I planned to
take a holiday and I replied in late August. He indicated
he would be returning to Russia in September to put his two
oldest children in school and take a short vacation. Upon
hearing of our tentative plans to travel* by train to Turkey
and Europe, he suggested that I go through Moscow. I

asked him what the rates were, and he said first-class n..

Moscow to Tehran was only 50 rubles and suggested checking
with Gulf Travel Agency which handles in-tourist bookings.

SECRET/NOFORN

PARTICIPANTS :

DATE & PLACE :

SUBJECT :

COPIES TO:
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I replied it was worth looking into but we had really
wanted to see Turkey.

Kazankin clearly had two prime subjects in mind to work
over at this lunch;

a. The Recent RCD Conference at Izmir . Kazankin asked
our evaluation of the Just-concTuded summit meeting.
I replied that we thought the meeting had produced good
atmospherics but not much substance. It seemed to show
that bilateral ties between each pair of the three were
good, but that the organization was still reluctant to
take steps toward greater integration. He replied that
this was the Soviet view too, and asked if we had heard
about any military agreements arising from the meeting.
I replied that I personally had not and did not think there
would be any. The three countries were content to keep the
alliance in being but did not wish to go further unless
there was a threat, "perhaps from a larger neighbor."
Kazankin smiled and dropped the subject.

b. Iran's Future . At the conclusion of coffee at the
Tehran Steak House, Kazankin asked my views about the
future of Iran/American relations and gradually pushed the
discussion toward what happens in Iran when the Shah goes.

I sale* Iran/American relations were good and that we
expected them to continue so, adding that Iran undoubtedly
saw the U.S. as a counter-weight to historic foreign influ-
ence. Kazankin said, "But it is you Americans who have the
influence here and tell the Shah what to do." I laughingly
asked if he were serious—he looked somewhat sheepish and
said that sometimes it seemed this way—after all, Iran
had broken relations with Cuba two days after President
Ford had verbally attacked the Cubans during an election
speech. I replied that this was sheer coincidence, but
it did not seem unreasonable to me that Iran should be con-
cerned at the foreign presence of Cubans, particularly in
Middle East areas of interest to Iran.

Kazankin then turned to Iran's future. I suggested
there was a great deal of uncertainty as to what would
happen when the Shah eventually left the scene. Kazankin
said, "No, no, I mean if he were to be taken away by
accident, what do you think." I replied it would probably
depend upon the circumstances. If there were no suspicions
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of foul play, the Regency Council and the Empress would
take over. The U.S. would support the legitimate succes-
sion to the Throne. Kazankin broke in saying, "But aren't
you already preparing yourselves for the next step after
that?" Reply: "Of course not, we Americans are too prag-
niatic for that. Isn't it the Marxist/Leninists who have
the long range plans for the future?"

Kazankin pressed the point home, asking whether we
thought Empress Farah was strong enough to take control.
I replied that Farah seemed quite capable and was obviously
appearing more in public but that of course her eventual
role would depend upon circumstances. In fact, the whole
problem of political succession in Iran was much more
uncertain than most countries.

In reply to my question about Soviet views on Iran's
future, Kazankin said the USSR favors the people's deter-
mining their own form of government. I needled: "With
a little Cuban help?" Kazankin: "No, we have confidence
that the will of the people will determine what happens."
He added that the USSR simply was not sure what would
happen. His response seemed rehearsed.

Kazankin almost timidly raised the morning's Associated
Press story about a KGB assassin department. When I asked
him if it were true and how many people went around on
that kind of mission, Kazankin said very smoothly (as if
the denial had been well rehearsed), of course, there were
no such departments like that in the KGB. I blandly asked
him if I could assure the Ambassador that this were true.
He asked whether I reported all our meetings to the
Ambassador. I said no, not specifically, but I made a
little note of hem for our standard diplomatic files
so that if it became necessary to contact the Soviet
Embassy we would know with whom we had talked. Kazankin
accepted this as normal and said that he used information
gathered in reports on various things "like the RCD
Conference", and we agreed this was normal among diplomats.

Kazankin went on to add that he enjoyed our lunches since
his contacts in Iran were so bad. "The Iranians really
do not want to talk to us and you have all kinds of groups
like the Iran/America Society to make things easier."
I expressed surprise that the Soviets did not have such
a friendship group here since they seemed to have them

SECRET/NOFORN
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in most countries. Kazankin said the Iranians did not
really seem to be interested in that kind of society.

Additional Miscellaneous Comments . In the course of con-
versation, Kazankin offered the following random items:

a. There are about 50 families living in the Soviet
compound and about 10 families living in houses outside
the compound . He said only a few of the wives worked-.

b. Kazank . and his colleagues eat at the Tehran
Steak House fairly often. He knew the waiters and vice
versa, and in reply to my question, said he came there
occasionally.

c. He gave me a copy of CPSU: Stages of History
,

a slick Novosti Press Agency publics lion which reviews
Communist Party achievements as seen through the Party
Congresses. I asked if he were a Communist Party activist
(the book's term) or a regular member. He said he was a
regular member since diplomatic work left little time for
anything else, and asked if I was a political party member
in America. I explained the meaning of ’’membership" was
not the same in America since there were no official lists.
In fact, at different times I had been registered both as
a Democrat and Republican, but was currently registered
as a Republican to vote in the Indiana State primary.
He digested this, then asked who would win the American
election. I replied it was too early to tell, that it
appeared Carter might be the Democratic nominee. I per-
sonally thought no matter whether Carter or Humphrey
emerged as the Democratic candidate, the election would
be close.
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Soviet Second Secretary and Preas Attache Vladimir Penopetov made
a courtesy call" at my USIS Office at 3:00 PM on Sunday. May 23.
Jfy

- wife, Ellen, was present.

A dark haired, bespectacled Leningrad native in his mid-thirties
Fenopetov is married to a physician, and they have no children. *Hefreely expressed opinions on several regional issues:

1. It is difficult for him to persuade the Iranian Press touse U.S.S.R, news releases and other Soviet printed materials.

2. He scans and translates the local press daily and findsmany distortions. He ascribes this mainly to the fact that the
Iranian Press uses chiefly U.S. wire service copy.

.. A ^ Mrs * Ghandi Bald » Have no base in the Indian Ocean,
the Soviet Navy merely refuels in Somalia."

He mentioned the clandestine radio broadcasts beamed at P

5. The Soviets supported the Angola uprising in part because it
was a broad-based ’’movement .

”

6. The dissident forces in Iran are not large enough to be termed
a movement."

When I casually inquired whether the U.S.S.R. would support the
opposition elements in Iran if they developed into what he terms a
movement , he fumbled a bit and mumbled a non—answer

,
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

PARTICIPANTS : Dr. Guennady Kazankin, Second Secretary,
Russian Embassy

John D. Stempel, First Secretary

DATE & PLACE : June 16, 1976 - Shiraz Nights Restaurant (in
Zargandeh)

SUBJECTS

:

Isfahan Religious Murders, Soviet-Iraq
Relations, and Sadat's Visit to Iran

COPIES TO; AMB/DCM
POL
POL/M
ECON

OR
SECURITY
BIO
Amconsul ISFAHAN

NEA/IRN
INR/RNA
INR/OIL/B
CHRON

Kazankin picked me up as usual in front of the Embassy. With
him were two of his children who had been playing at the
Soviet Embassy during the morning, Boris, 9, and Natasha, 13.
We dropped his children off at their home in the Russian
summer compound n Zargandeh and ate lunch at a nearby restau-
rant. Random pi o-asantries aside, the following were items of
interest

:

Isfahan Religious Murders

Kazankin was determined to get my views on the killing of
Ayatollah Shamsabadi (see Tehran A -101 of May 27, 1976 NOTAL)
and the resulting turmoil surrounding the capture of the
alleged killers. He returned to the subject three or four
times, knowing I had just spent 7 days in Isfahan. I replied
there seemed to be a surprising lack of interest in the Sub-
ject; most Isfahanis thought the true killers had been
arrested. In response to my inquiry as to what stories he
had heard

, Kazankin replied that many religious figures were
really against the government. I "allowed as how" perhaps the
full story of the killing had not come out, but went no
further. He added that there seemed to be a real struggle
between the religious leaders and the government going on,
albteit underground. I said there was some dissatisfaction
with the change from a Moslem to a Persian dynastic calendar,
then pressed him for more details. He said there had been
some unrest in Qom, and we both agreed this would be signi-
ficant if Mashad also showed some signs of unease. (Mashad,
Qom, and Isfahan are the centers of Moslem religious fervor
and organization in Iran)

.
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Kazankin pressed me for "your Embassy's view" of Soviet-Iraq
relations. I told him I did not think we were terribly in-
terested, beyond our general hope that the USSR would counsel
moderation and accommodation to the Baghdad regime. I

volunteered to have a better understanding of the situation
next time we met.

Sadat's Visit to Iran

Conversation naturally gravitated to the current visit of
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat to Iran. After byplay about
whether the U.S. or the USSR was really Egypt’s friend now,
Kazankin volunteered that Sadat was in Tehran to ask for
economic and military aid. I replied that a request for
economic aid seemed reasonable, but it wa^T' unlikely Egypt
would ask Iran for military aid too, since the Shah is build-
ing up his own forces. Kazankin said, half jokingly, "Well,
aren't the Egyptians going to get it from you through some
sort of deal with Iran?" I replied that the U.S. Congress
was unlikely to supply anything via that route, given the
difficulties with providing the 6 C-130*s. He caught the
point and nodded

.

In reply to my question as to what Iran would get out of
helping the Egyptians, Kazankin said Iran would get political
help with the Arab states. Egypt would use its influence
in support of Iran's Persian Gulf policies and press Iraq
to continue its policy of accommodation. I said it sounded
good to me, but unless the Iranians saw it as in their
interest to help Egypt, they would not do so. Kazankin
said that the U.S. "would undoubtedly tell the Shah" to
help Sadat. I replied that may be the way it's done be-
tween the USSR and the Eastern European countries, but in
view of Iranian discontent with oil prices and sales, I

doubted we had that kind of leverage even if we were so
inclined

.

Miscellaneous (Bio and Other )

Kazankin agreed to bring his family to lunch at my house
July 7, though he again declined to be my guest at our
Embassy compound restaurant, pleading for "neutral ground."
When I suggested picking him up at the Russian Embassy, he
demurred, saying "The Iranians always follow us." His
daughter speaks reasonably good English, but is shy about
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doine so She did tell her father (in the car) in Russian

that
8
his' English was "completely covered" with a Russian

accent. Kalankin showed little interest in terrorist activ-

ities a subject he pursued the last time we met, (see my

Ly 12 neurnon) and confirmed that he would be r^nningt
Russia for several weeks holiday on August as *

blood pressure is back to normal, and he was able to down

his usual vodka with beer chaser.

While returning to the Embassy, Kazankin commented that he

fnind ^ easy to talk to me, easier than talking to Consular

Officer Waldimir Skotzko (at whose house Kazankin and I met)

,

who "seem^ very serious." I said Scotty did not seem that

way to me, and the matter was dropped.

8/0
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

July 12, 1976

SUBJECT: Soviet Interest in Possible Kissinger
Visit and Other Political Matters

PARTICIPANTS: Dr. Guennady Kazankin
Second Secretary, USSR Embassy

John D. S temps 1

First Secretary, American Embassy

PLACE: Tehran Steak House

COPIES TO: AMB/DCM NEA/IRN
AllMISH/MAAG . NR/RNA
POL/M INR/OIL/B
ECON
OR
BIO

At lunch today, Kazankin was unusually forthcoming and more
willing to discuss various problems than he has been in
the past. This may bo due to the fact that this lunch
was postponed for ten. days, and ho had several specific
points to raise. Y)e discussed the following:

Possiole Kissinger Vis it t o Iran - Kazankin was very
interested Yirt he July 1 Rastak hiz newspaper report that
Secretary. Kissinger would visit Iran. I replied that we
had heard the same rumors but had nothing definite on a
possible, visit. Kazankin needled me for several minutes
and asked wnat the Secretary would be visiting Iran tor,
if he came . 1 replied that if he came to Iran it would
simply bo a goodwill visit, lor we saw no major issues on
the iran-A.iie-rican horizon.

Syrian President Asad' s Visit to Iran - Kazankin asked
Tf~ i know anything about President Asad's forthcoming
visit to Iran, I replied I had not even heard of it and
he said with assurance that Asad would be coming to Iran
within 5 or G days. In reply to my question "What for?",
Kazankin said Asad was looking for friends to help him
out in Lebanon. I told Kazankin ho ought to know the
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answer to that since the USSR and Syria were good friends

and Soviet weapons wex-e being used in Lebanon. He reacted

defensively and said Asad had not consulted the Soviet
Union regarding his policy in Lebanon. He added the Sov-
iets thoroughly disapproved of the Syrians fighting the

Palestinians. He also expressed regret at Ambassador
Meley's death.

Iran-Occidental Oil Deal - Occidental’s proposed oil deal
witir'lra’n interested Kazankin. He asked me for my views
(usually tlxe sign of a prepared question). I said the
Embassy had heard very little one way or another. As he
undoubtedly knew fx*om the Occidental-Soviet oil deal,
Arnu'.nd Hammor works very much alone. I had seen no public
opposition to the deal though this was not my field. It
had not yet, to my knowledge, been formally approved.
Kazankin said this was the first time a country other than
Iran or Russia had boon given exploitation rights in the
Caspian area and wondered if this was important. I said
it was a function of the deal itself and had no political
significance.

Russian DrIvor Killed - In response to a Kazankin question
on T'tTie "situution~in Iran," I expressed satisfaction that
so many terrorists had been rounded up, Kazankin replied
he thought the "alleged terrorist threat" would continue
and referred matter of factly to the death of a Soviet
transport driver near Gazvin about ten days to two weeks
ago. The driver’s body was found and there had been no
visible attempt to steal the truck's cargo of dried grapes.
The Soviets suspect either bandits or terrorists.

Miscellaneous - As we were paying the bill Kazankin asked
how much money the U.S. Government gave mo to spend on
entertainment. I replied it varied, but about $125 every
throe months, though I always spent more. Kazankin com-
mented that he got loss than that but almost always spent
more out of his own poclcot. lie also seemed curious as Lo

why I carry three pencils in my pocket (I believe he bus
always thought at least one was a "bug"). I field stripped
1) my ball point pen, 2) my antique USG mechanical pencil,
and 3) my Cross felt-tipped pen, explaining why I carried
throe. Kazankin may have appreciated my manual dexterity,
but he st-.i ©mod half convinced there was something
funny ah n i vying three pencils.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

SUBJECT: Miscellaneous Political Items

PARTICIPANTS: Dr. Guennady Kazankin, Second Secretary, Russian
Embassy —
John D. Stempel, Political Officer

PLACE & DATE: Tehran Steak Bouse — October 18, 1976

DISTRIBUTION: AMB/DCM, POL, POL/M, ECON, OR, DAO, BIO,
AAconsul TABRIZ, NEA/IRN, INR/RNA, INR/OIL/B

Kazankin, who returned from 50 days vacation in the Soviet Union
over a week ago, was in good form. He had spent part of his
vacation in a sanitarium which enabled his ulcer to heal almost
completely and had brought his blood pressure down. He
celebrated this occasion by ordering vodka "for the first time
since June." Du ng our conversation, we touched on the follow-
ing points:

David Rockefeller

Kazankin was particuarly curious about the recent visit of
David Rockefeller to Tehran. I was able to tell him only that
I understood Rockefeller had been here briefly and was now gone.
Kazankin returned to this subject three times over the course
of our lunch (it is obviously a priority item for Soviet
intelligence). I chided him about accepting the traditional
Marxist linkage between big capital and big government, and
he responded in the same light vein with his usual patronizing
words about Americans never being aware of "fundamental"
relationships between big capital and government.

I surmised that Rockefeller was just passing through. Kazankin
asked me twice if Rockefeller had seen the Shah, and I told
him I simply had no information on the visit beyond the stray
fact that Rockefeller had been here, which I had picked up
through casual conversation while riding home the previous
evening.
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Giscard's Visit

Kazankin also was particularly interested in the
results of the French President's visit. He returned
to this subject two or three times despite my
suggestion that everything important had been in the
papers. On the third try his interest centered on
the question of nuclear fuel reprocessing. (He was
unaware of the correct terminology but recognized
the expression "nuclear waste reprocessing" when I

used it.) I thought the French had avoided substantive
discussion of the problem with Iran by agreeing to
sell Iran only two nuclear reactors. I recalled that
a French official comment in the Herald Tribune some
days later suggested that the French were considering
moving closer to our position on nuclear waste control.

Soviet-Iran Relations

Since Kazankin had been out of Iran for some time y he
kept asking what had gone on here. I took the opportunity
to outline the public record on the deterioration of
Soviet-Iran relations, including this morning's article
in the Tehran Journal on Soviet arms sales to Iraq,
and asked tiis reaction. Kazankin described Soviet-Iran
relations as "neither good nor bad." He suggested that
economic ties continued and said the present visit of
Soviet Minister of Commerce would result in a new five-
year economic agreement at "approximately double" the
present level of Soviet-Iran trade. (Note: This was
reflected in the follow morning's papers . ) Kazankin
professed ignorance as to the composition of this trade,
but said he t ought it was probably merely an expansion
of existing arrangements.

Under questioning, Kazankin admitted the Russians were
being highly critical of Iran's arms deals with the U.S.
and asked me why I thought Iran needed sophisticated
arms. I replied that the Iranians thought they needed
the arms to protect themselves against Iraq, which was
receiving sophisticated Soviet weaponry. Kazankin
volunteered no response and Slid to another subject.
(Previously he had made the defense that Iraq really
has no major capability to attack Iran; this time, he
simply dropped the subject.)

Internal Iranian Politics

In a general discussion of Iranian political affairs,
Kazankin said the Soviet Embassy had not really
followed the local council elections because it did
not think they were very important. He volunteered
the opinion that Hoveyda would remain as Prime Minister
and indicated Fereidun Mahdavi would be the most likely
Secretary General for the Resurgence Party. I argued
Mahdavi was a serious candidate, but said I had heard
a number of other names as well. He admitted to hearing
the names of Majidi and Baheri as possible candidates
but volunteer no others. Kazankin said the Soviet
Embassy believes there will be Cabinet changes early
in November and thought that if Prime Minister Hoveyda
Is replaced, Ansary would probably get the Job. I
agreed with him that Hoveyda 's replacement was unlikely,
but said I thought neither Ansary nor Amouzegar would be
named to succeed Hoveyda if he did go because that would
suggest favoritism to one Party Wing over the other.
Kazankin. pooh-poohed the importance of Wings and thought
they would have no affect on future appointments or on
politics in general.

NOTE: Kazankin did NOT raise the question of possible
U.S. asylum for mail plane pilot Zasimov, who has been
in Iranian hands since September 24. He did not even
mention thd subject, which I had expected him to at
least touch on.
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CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS

Ser 0Q/S500332
15 November 1976

SECRET - FLAG OFFICERS EYES ONLY
NOT RELEASABLE TO FOREIGN NATIONALS

MEMORANDUM FOR ALL FLAG OFFICERS

Subj: Flag Officer Newsletter Item

1. I recently advised you of my decision to initiate
a new FONL procedure for sending you items aperiodically

.

This memorandum is in keeping with that procedure.

2. On 29 October 1976, LT Viktor Belenko, the Soviet
MIG-25 pilot who defected to the U.S., made an over-
night visit to USS INDEPENDENCE at sea. The visit
had an extraordinary impact on LT Belenko and was
characterized by his' USAF escort officer as the high-
light thus far of LT Belenko's stay in the United States.

3. I thought you would be interested in LT Belenko's
observations about operations and life aboard a U.S.
carrier and I enclose extracts of those observations.

4. Because both the extracts and the fact that LT Belenko
visited a U.S. carrier are classified and sensitive, I

have chosen to send you this information on a FLAG OFFICERS
EYES ONLY basis. However, I would have no objection if
you wished to pass on some of the information on a
classified, oral basis to selected subordinates.

CLASSIFIED BY: CNO
EXEMPT FROM G.D.S. OF
E.O. 11652
EXEMPTION CATEGORY 2
DECLASS I FY ON : Date Cannot Be

Determined

SECRET - FLAG OFFICERS EYES ONLY
NOT RELEASABLE TO FOREIGN NATIONALS

SECRET - FLAG OFFICERS EYES ONLY
NOT RELEASABLE TO FOREIGN NATIONALS

EXTRACTS OF LT BELENKO'S OBSERVATIONS

- Belenko was altogether overwhelmed by watching the

intense pace of highly orchestrated and coordinated activity
aboard ship during recovery and launch operations. He
commented, "What I have just seen is most incredible,
fantastic - it is like visiting another planet. This is

the most professional performance I have ever seen. Every-
body knows what he is supposed to do and does it without
being told by some higher official. I am amazed that such
large numbers of people are active in so many phases of
flight deck handling of aircraft and that they work together
in complete harmony without screaming or arguments. I bet
the Soviets would give anything to see what I have seen today."

- After dinner, Belenko was taken to the Operations
Center and shown how aircraft are tracked. He observed night
flight operations from the Captain's Bridge. Throughout, he
was incredulous at the efficiency, discipline, and remarkable
skill displayed in handling the aircraft and ship systems.
He commented several times that he had never before observed
such professionalism and proficiency.

- Belenko was quite surprised to learn that all levels of
aircraft maintenance and repair are carried out aboard the
aircraft carrier: "You mean to tell me that you don't have
to send them to a factory like it is done in my country?
Incomprehensible - completely unbelievable. I am seeing a

different world. If I could take you to my country and show
you the way we do things, how we are organized, and how we
treat people - you would not believe me - the same way I cannot
believe what I am seeing. Yet I know that what I am seeing
is not a staged performance. I see 4,500 people at work in

total harmony, professionals who know their jobs, and all
doing their work with complete confidence."

- Food was a central feature of his interests aboard ship.
In the officers mess, Belenko was concerned about how much
food he could have. When told there was no limit, he proceeded
to overload his plate. From observing a sign saying $75 on
the wall, he was told that the officers' monthly food bill
aboard ship was $75. "How much does a lieutenant earn?"
"About $1200 a month. "You mean to tell me that an officer
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1

only pays $75 out of that large salary for all of this food.
Incrediblel " The enlisted mess was even more difficult for
Belenko to comprehend. Aside from his thorough enjoyment
of the high quality and unlimited portions of food, he was
genuinely surprised to hear that the line was open 24 hours
a day when flight operations were in progress and that
enlisted personnel could eat whenever they wanted to and
as much as they wanted. He pursued the subject endlessly.

- On his final morning, the Defector observed refueling
operations; watched an aircraft being lifted to the flight
deck? and conducted a walkthrough of the laundry, PX, sick
bay, enlisted lounge, and sailor's mess. His concluding
comment on the enlisted mess was that there seemed to be a
greater choice of food than in the officers' mess.

- When asked what had impressed him the most during his
visit, Belenko replied: "Professionalism, job knowledge,
manner of job execution, and the dedication of the people
involved. " Belenko repeatedly made it clear that he had
never seen such skill and efficiency as he observed aboard
the USS INDEPENDENCE.
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SECRET

SRF Memo #158
3 February 1977

SUBJECT : Vladimir Mikhaylovich VINOGRADOV, newly
appointed Soviet Ambassador to Iran

Attached for your information is a recent biographic

summary prepared on Vladimir Mikhaylovich VINOGRADOV, along

with a copy of the Biogrfiphic Register sheet prepared in

1967.

Attachment: As stated above
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USSR Vladimir Mikhaylovich VINOGRADOV

USSR Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs

An economist and experienced Lrade official,
Vinogradov was appointed USSR Deputy Foreign Min-
ister in April 1967 after serving for more than
four years as Soviet Ambassador to Japan. Until
his previous assignment he had never "held a post
in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, although his
trade responsibilities required frequent travel
abroad. A comparatively young man, Vinogradov
appears to have favorably impressed the Soviet
leadership with his recent performance in Tokyo.

Vinogradov was born on 2 Augus-t 1921, in Vinnitsa, Ukrainian SSR.

Shortly after graduating from the All-Union Foreign Trade Academy in

1948 he joined the Ministry of Foreign Trade. From 1948 to 1952
Vinogradov served as Head of the Economic Research Division of the Min-
istry of Foreign Trade and then as Acting Trade Representative at the

Soviet Embassy in London. Afterwards he concurrently held the positions

of Acting Head of the Export Administration and Head of the Administra-

tion of Trade with Western Countries of the Ministry of Foreign Trade
from 1952 until 1956. He occupied the latter post until September 1962,

when he became Soviet Chief of Mission in Tokyo.

Vinogradov has traveled extensively to Western countries. In 1954

he visited Argentina, Uruguay, and Denmark, and headed the first Soviet
trade delegation to Yugoslavia after resumption of Soviet-Yugoslavian
relations. Other trips from 1954 to 1956 Included trade missions to

Mexico, Austria, and France. Vinogradov was listed as an economist and

number- two man on a 1956 Soviet trade delegation to Canada, a group
composed of highly competent area specialists. In 1959 he accompanied
N, S. Khrushchov to the United States, and visited Norway and Italy on

official business. Vinogradov accompanied Khrushchev to Vienna in 1961

and led a delegation to Italy in the same year. His most recent travel

was in March and April 1967 when he accompanied First Deputy Foreign
Minister V. V. Kuxnelsov on a temporary tour of duty in Washington’ and

the United Nations in New York.

Viiiogr. '

1

s appointment as Ambassador to Japan apparently signified

Soviet desire to accelerate trade with that nation and at the same time

to offset potential difficulties in that area with the Common Market.

His pleasant manner and skillful negotiating ability were in marked

contrast to the scornful approach of his predecessor N. T. Fedorenko,
who had thoroughly alienated the Japanese Government. Vinogradov’s
contacts with government and business ’ eaders paved the way for an

expanded three-year trade agreement which was signed by the USSR and
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

SUBJECT: MidEast, Horn of Africa, President Carter and
Congressional Visits, Dissident Development, Plots,
and Miscellaneous

PARTICIPANTS: Guennady Kazankin, Soviet First Secretary
John D. Stempel, First Secretary, AmEmbassy Tehran

PLACE AND DATE:Wednesday, December 14, 1977, Tehran Steak House

DISTRIBUTION: AMB/DCM BmZ> INR/OIL/B
POL NEA/IRN AF
OR IRN/RNA

This was the second lunch I have had with Kazankin since my
return from home leave in September. In view of recent develop-
ments (illegal Soviet overflights to Ethiopia, Pravda distor-
tions of U.S. MidEast position, etc.), I hit him hard on a
number of issues and expressed my personal displeasure at present
trends in Soviet policy without becoming personally abusive. The
conversation by subject, is summarized below:

MidEast

I waded in immediately, asking what on earth the USSR thought it
was doing to peace prospects in the mideast. He replied that the
Americans seemed to be managing the Cairo meeting very well; my
answer stressed this meeting was at the initiative of both parties,
not the U.S., and attacked the Pravda distortion of Secretary
Vance's remarks (Moscow 17870). He replied with some petulance
that he "knew nothing of this article," and I closed out the
conversation with "you should find out? your government is not
being very helpful on this issue. Stop distorting our position."

Carter Visit to Iran

Kazankin wanted to know what the President was going to talk to
the Shah about. I replied that the visit would be a short one
and that only the principals knew what they would be discussing.
Kazankin opined that the Washington visit had gone badly, especially
because of the demonstrations, and I said that on the contrary,
it was an excellent chance for the two leaders to get together
and renew the personal rapport they had established in Washington.
Kazankin said "So all is sweetness and light?" to which the
reply, "It would seem so."
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assisting the Ethiopians to counter reckless Somali aggression.
I smiled and said this did not seem to be the Soviet's week—first
lying about our Secretary of State, the illegally overflying a
number of countries in order to subvert the OAU initiative to bring
peace to the region. I wondered what this sort of thing was doing
to the long-term prospects from Soviet-American detente. Noting
that my views were personal, but shared by a great many people
in our government, I jumped on his protestations of knowing nothing
about the flights and suggested that he inform himself and after he
had done that, h should let his colleagues know that the
Americans and prc > bly a number of others were not very pleased and
that it sure wouiu not hurt "if the USSR knocked off violating
third party airspace on behalf of its expansionist plans." Not
up to his usual response to a waving red flag, Kazankin merely
shrugged it off with, "well, that's your point of view; mine is
different." We ended the discussion with my comment that it was
about time the USSR considered getting in step with the rest of
those concerned and stopped disrupting the OAU peace initiative.
To my surprise, Kazankin let' this go without comment.

Miscelleanous

During the course of the lunch, Kazankin complained about knowing
so few Embassy Americans and not seeifig them around. I acknowledged
we’d had some personnel shifts and he rather transparently asked
about Waldimir Skotzko and Robert Lessard. I confirmed they had
gone and said replacements were coming. He did not ask where they
had gone, nor the names of their replacements. At an earlier
lunch, Kazankin had invited me to a Sauna at the Soviet Trade
Mission in south Tehran. I had ducked out, and when he repeated
the invitation, said I would certainly have no time until the
Presidential visit was over, and wondered what the purpose of the
Sauna was. He stiffened up, and said I could bring "one of your
people" with me; I countered by asking if he had received permission
to 'come to the American Embassy restaurant yet, and offered to let
him bring "one of your security men." Kazankin smiled and said
’I come alone," and I said that sometime next year, when he came
to the Caravansari restaurant, we could eat together and then I

would go to the Soviet Sauna. He mumbled that something could be
worked out. (COMMENT: Kazankin was obviously nonplussed and un-
prepared for a hard line, even failing to counter asperity with
propaganda salvos as he usually does. When the lunch ended, he
was sweating profusely (his ulcer may have been acting up) and
forgot to try to schedule another lunch date, which he has never
failed to do previously. My manner throughout was thin-smile-and-
irritation, or nicely nasty toward the Soviet Government without
being personally abusive to Kazankin except to suggest that he was
very poor political officer if he did not know what I was talking
about.
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